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This paper is an examination of the water imagery in the poems

of William Inlordsworth published between L798 and 1807. I¡iater images

were selected for examination because they appear with remarkable

frequency throughout trrTordsworthts canon and have multiple metaphoric

use, often involving the expression of his most profound beliefs.

The 1798-1807 period was chosen because Wordsworth's poetry of this

period reveals clearly the development of his poetic power and thought,

and as wel1, includes much of his greatest work. The particular poetry

analysed consists of the 1805 versíon of The Prelude, the poems of the

1798 and 1800 Lyrical Ballads, and also those publíshed in poems in

Two Volumes, L807 .

This analysis of Lrlordsworthrs water imagery reveals that the

poet recurrently used specifíc forms of water to express certain ideas

in hÍs work. These ideas ranged from simple emotíonal metaphors to

complex thoughts related to his basic philosophy of exisLence. As

described in the Introduction, the specific forms of water found to

express a similar idea often enough to be considered a pattern v/ere

the sea, inland running \,^raters such as brooks, rívers and streams,

fountains, waterfalls and standing \^rater as in pools or we1ls.

The sea, discussed in Chapter Two, was used by the poet to

convey in simple metaphors the idea of danger and alienation and in

more complex metaphors, his conception of an infinite and immortal

world soul.

fnland runníng r¡raters, the subject of Chapter Three, are

trrlordsworth's most frequent \^iater images and have multiple syrnbolic
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use. Brooks and smal1 murmuring \,/aters express Inlordsworthts belief

in endlessly renewing ca1m, joy, peace and moral rightness of a life

1íved through nature and in harmony wíth the world Truth. Stream and

river images convey more elaborate ideas about the passage of life

and time, liberty and the growth of mants imagínatíon.

Chapter Four is an analysÍs of fountains, waterfalls and stand-

ing water in these patterns of \,raËer imagery. Fountains are revealed

as symbolizLng the great creative force inherent in ultimate existence

and the joy and renewal of life that accompanies this force. I^iater-

fa1ls, líke the sea, have two distinct patterns of imagery, one,

appropriately as a place of danger and the other as the rrvoice' of

the I'eternal Being.rr

Standing vrater, by contrast, r,,ras found to symbolize the nega-

tion of 1ife, and joy, and be connected with loss, decay and death,

physical, emotional or inte1lecLual.

The underlying relationship of these more profound images is

that they all express some aspect--creativity, infinity, immortality,

goodness or unity--of the uníversal spirit i¡trordsworth recognized in

man and nature.

Wordsworthts basic ideas are asserted to be most accurately

described as trpersonal Platonismrrr or perhaps neo-Platonism. For his

concept, in its reality as part of actual existence, its unity and

its suggestion of rra better world" available to him who wilI recogníze

LL, is Platonic, and neo-Platonic because Wordsworth, like Plotinus,

gathered part of his knowledge in a mystical way. Indeed, Inlordsworthrs

\^7ater imagery often resembles the imagery of Plotinus



Finally, motion is suggested as the most important single

quality of water as a symbol for the poet. Quotatíons from various

passages which describe the rreternal Being'r very often contain refer-

ences to ttmotionrtr and it appears that of all T¡/aterts characteristics

which attracted Inlordsworth to use it in his symbolism, motion was the

most significant..
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CHAPTER T

]NTRODUCTÏON

i¡later \i7as a major source of inspiration and of imagery for

I^/illiam Wordsworth. He was stimulated by the sight and sound of actual

vrater to compose some of his greatest poems and employed l,zater images

as symbolic vehÍcles to express his most profound and intensely held

beliefs. This paper is an attempt to examine and analyse the imagery

which involves viater whether in the sea, a river, brook, pond, fountaín,

or any other form in the poetry of i^Iordsworth from the first edition of

Lvrical Ballads in 1798 to the Poems in Two Volumes of 1807. That

decade, generally conceded to be the most fruitful of the poetrs 1Ífe,

also includes the 1800 edition of Lyrical Ballads which had thirty-seven

ne\.^7 poems added to the 1798 collection, The Prelude, and various mÍscel-

laneous poems mostly published after 1807, none containing important

water imagery.

William trriordsworth was born in a to\,zn where two rivers meet--the

Cocker and the Derr,.Ient. He spent much of his adult life and certainly

the happiest and most fruitful parts of it in the Lake District. As

Mary Moorman says at the beginning of her biography of I^iordsworth:

The sound of running T,^iater was always among
the most precious to him of all the multi-
tudinous sounds which reached his sensitive
ears from the mysterious universe. He often
felt it almost a part of his own being, and
lovingly he thanked the Deri^ient for the first
gift of 'ceaseless music' from its steady
flowing stream.l

t""t, 
Moorman, hiillíam hlordsworth: A

1770-1803 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
Biography
1968), p.

The
1.

Ear 1y Years
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Thus, during all his 1ife, as a man and a poet, Iniordsworth

responded spontaneously and intensely to \,,7ater. sometimes it rras a

calm lake near Grasmere, sometimes a torrent of water in the A1ps,

sometimes a swif t1y f lowing river--the in/ye, the Thames, or the cam--

sometimes the mighty ocean, or even a humble pastoral brook; all seemed

to evoke the best of his poetic vísion. This is true throughout his

poetry, for ín analysing the whole canon r could find no disËinct

reduction in the number of water images in the later works; indeed,

they appear consistently in every type of poetry and in every period.

It might be expected that a writer who lived in close proximity

to T,,7ater for most of his life and who was especially drawn to the world

of nature both as a person and in his search for poetic material, would

have an affinity for water images. But the water images in trr/ordsworth's

poetry are not only notable for their frequency of occurrence; they

express his most deeply held and most íntense feelings and ideas.

Almost every critic who discusses In/ordsworthrs imagery cornmenLs

on the profusion of water images in his canon, for there are one or

more references to \,'rater in nearly four hundred of his poems, including

many of the most important and best known pieces. But no one, to my

knowledge, has examined this type of ímagery in detail over an extended

period of his work. Miss Florence Marsh has several pages on the sub-

ject ín her book, Words¡^rorthrs l*"g.ry2 and Professor Kenneth Maclean

discusses the water symbolism of The prelude in an articler3 b,-,a r

2F1or.rr"" Marsh, I,,lordswortht s Imagery: A Study in Poetic Vision
(Hamden: Archon Books, 1963), pp.

3Kenneth Maclean, "The Inlater
University of Toronto Quarterly, 17

9L-96.

Symbol in The Prelude (1805-06),"
(July, 1948): pp. 372-89.
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have not found any other prolonged consideration of this particular

subject. Because r^/ater imagery is so prevalent and so important in

trriordsworthrs poetry, I decided to examine it in detaí1 and try to dis-

cover if there are any discernible patterns of symbolíc meaning in its

use, and why the poet T^ras repeatedly drawn to it. It seemed most

profitable to limit the examination to the decade from 1798 to 1807

for during that time ülordsworth produced great poetry of several differ-

ent types and Lhere r¡7as a distinct development in his style and subject

matter, providing a dynamic background for analysing the water images

he used in those ten years. In the poetry of this time, too, the

imagery is consistently an integral part of the poem's structure,

rarely simply decorat.ive as it tended to become in some of L{ordsworthrs

later writing. Finally, the period contaíns the poems whích stand at

the heart of trriordsworthrs body of poetry and whích express most intensely

that search for the truth about man and the universe which was the

essence of his poetic life.

The Ëhree major works of the L798-1807 period are quite differ-

ent from each other in style and subjecË matter. The first, Lyrical

Ballads, lüas a project of trnlordsworth and his friend, Samuel Taylor

Coleridge, planned ín late 1797 when they were neighbours in the

Quantock Hi1ls. Both contributed to the publicatíon, but by far the

greater number of poems were by lnlordsworth in Ëhe 1798 edition and when

the collection was reprinted in 1800 with a second volume of thirty-

seven poems added, Coleridge \^Ias responsible for only one ne\.^7 poem.

The dominant theme of i¡lordsworthts poems in the 1798 edítion
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could be summed. up as "the still, sad music of h,rmanity.,,4 Most of

these poems are about some humble and simple individual whose tale is

told in the first person by a narrator, or anon)rmously. rn these 1798

poems trriordsworth sought for truth in the lives of humble men, because,

as he explained in the Preface to the 1800 edÍtion:

II]n that situatíon the essential passions of
the heart find a better soil in which they
can attain their maturity, are under less
restraint, and speak a plainer and more
emphatic language; because in that situation
our elementary feelings exist in a state of
greater simplicity and consequently may be
more accurate_1y contemplated and more forcíbly
communicated.J

These poems i,üere not only written about ordinary men but as far as

possible in the language rea1ly spoken by men. However, as many

criLics have poínted out, though the language approximates the 'rcommon't

i¡7ords of men, those words are arranged in uncoÍtrnon order and express

uncommon thoughts.

As tr{ordsworth resolved or sublimaÈed the intense social a\irare-

ness vrhich he displayed in the 1798 Lyrical Ballads, his poetry changed.

He gradually wíthdrew from writíng about the hearts and minds of other

men and turned more to nature and his own inner life for his poetíc

L'"Lines Inlritten a few miles above Tintern Abbeyr'r 1. 92. The
quotations in this thesis are taken from the poems of Lyrical Ballads
as they were originally published in 1798 and 1800, according to the
facsími1e edition of R. L. Brett and A. R. Jones; from the 1805 version
of The Prelude as it appears in the edition of Ernest de selincourt;
utt¿-Tîo*-Ïft. verbatim literatim reprint of Poems in Tro Volumes, tg}l,
edited by H"rffi

5",11ir* üIordsworth, 'tPrefacer" Lyrical Ballads (1800), ed. by
R. L. Brett and A. R. Jones (London: Methuen & Co., 1963)_p. 239.
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material. This change can be seen ín the growing introspection of the

1800 poems. This introspection \¡/as accompanied by an increasing

obsession with mortality; for more than half the poems added in 1800

involve the death of a person, or of some flora or fauna. John Danby

remarks about some of these 1800 poems that in them, 'rthe view of life

must take in also the prospect of death."6 One could say that the

1798 poems \,ùere centered, compassÍonately, on the heart of man and it

is equally valid to say that the main theme of the 1800 edition was an

obsession with love and death.

Inlordsworth began the viriting of The Prelude, the next major work

of the decade, early in L798 as he and coleridge were engaged in pub-

lishing Lyrical Ballads. I,rTordsworth was encouraged by colerídge to

write a phílosophic poem which was to be entitled "The Recluse, or

views on Man, Nature and society,rr and l¡Iordsworth was eager for this

great task at first, but soon began to have doubts, wondering whether

he should waÍt untÍl he was more mellowed by experience and had a rtriper

mind."7 rn order to take stock of his capacity for this great work and

to examine how far he vTas qualified for it through 'rNature" and

'rEducationrrr he began by writing ín blank verse a detailed examination

of his poetic development since childhood. This poem, addressed to

coleridge, Ì/üas actualLy not published until 1850, after wordsworth's

death, and hís widow then gave it the títle, The prelude.

6rohn F. Danby, The Simple Studies in the Poems
1960), p . lg.L797-L807 (London: Routledge and

I¡lordsworth:
Kegan Pau1,

TThe Prelude T, 1. 237 .



In/ordsworth gradually gave up the ídea of a great philosophical

poem on "Man, Nat.ure and Society,rrfor he was not really equal to it.

Perhaps Coleridge, had his life not been ruined by ill health and dis-

couragement, míght have rísen to such a task, but trriordsworth did not

have the same capacity for speculation as Coleridge. However, though

The Prelude, a piece of dramatic introspection such as probably no

other poet could have produced wíth such success t may have faí1ed to

lead into the longer work, it is still a masterpiece on its own, and

unlike the proposed philosophic "epicr" rnras ideally suited to

Wordsworthrs abilities. trrlordsworthf s autobiographical examination of

his own growth as a poet is unífíed by the continuum of his experíences

and that pervasive desire to find and express the truth which was his

aim in all his writing. The most stark passages of the Lyrical Ballads

are the result of inlordsr¿orthrs determined wish to make poetry "true"

in every sense of the word. This desire for truth makes some parts of

The Prelude rather banal, but also gíves it great power in it.s best

passages.

L{ordsworth himself realized the uniqueness of one man talking

so much about himself, calling it "unprecedented in literary history."S

His failure to publish The Prelude in his lifetime did not mean that he

abandoned it afËer 1805. Indeed, he was constantly revising it for

thirty-five years. The final versíon published in 1850 was ín many

ways dífferent from the one he had completed in 1805, but as indÍcated,

8"i11r"r I^jordsworth in a letter to Sir George Beaumont, May 1,
1805, quoted inrrlntroductionr" The Prelude (1805) ed. by Ernest de
Selincourt (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), p. xii.
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thís paper will be based only on the 1805 version. Incídentally, in

conclusion of this general discussíon of The Preluders composition and

publication, it seems particularly appropriate in the conlext of this

paper to add that one of the reasons Inlordsworth gave for not publish-

ing the poem r,üas that it rrTas "the tríbu tary"g of a larger work--more

r"rater imagery,l

By the publication of Poems ín Two Volumes of 1807, Wordsworthrs

horizons had widened consíderably. He had married, become a (legití-

mate) father, lost his beloved brother John at sea, begun the estrange-

ment from Coleridge, and widened his poetic vísion to encompass a much

greater view of the wor1d.

In these 1807 poems, inlordsworth had largely retreated from his

excursion into the emotions of simple rustics and his intense preoccupa-

tion vüith death had lessened. There appeared instead nerr concerns in

some of his most powerful poems; a growíng consciousness of the fading

of his spontaneous imaginative response to the world, a search for

moral strength in tfre midst of personal loss, and an interest in poli-

tíca1 and international events. Accompanying this change ín emphasis,

the metre, style and language of the 1807 poems show a much greater

variety than either the Lyrical Ballads or The Prelude.

dis cus s

\.^iater.

in all

It has already been suggested that the majority of critics who

I¡Iordsworthrs imagery contrnent on the frequency of references to

Miss F. Marsh, in the book mentioned earlier, remarks: 'rtrn/ater

its aspects--its sound and its quiet, its movement and its peace,

9Wi1liam Injordsworth in
Quoted in I'Introductíonr" The

to de Quincey, March 16, 1804.
(1805) ed. by de Selincourt, p. xvi

a letter
Prelude



íts transparency and its po\¡rer to reflect--is one of I¡lordsworthrs most

all-pervasÍve vehicles."10 She goes on to say: "It is also one of his

most troublesome to discuss because the líteral stream often seems to

exist for its own sake I^/ith little if any symbolic value and because

the metaphorícal uses of \¡rater are all inclusir"."11 In another state-

ment about the problems of discussing Inlordsworthts imagery, Helen

Darbishire, who ín my opinion understood the poet more completely than

any other critic, says of the imagery in one poem, the "Ode: Intima-

tions of frmnortalíty from Recollections of Early Childhood:" "The

imagery in which the theme is unfolded is inseparable from ít--so much

one wiËh it that it may be said to be the theme as truly as Lhe under-
1)

lying thought."*- This statement is equally valid for other works

including some of those which contaín sígnificanË \^rater imagery; the

lines Wordsworth wrote in The Prelude describing his climb up Mount

Snowdon and those about crossing the Simplon Pass are t\¡ro examples.

This closeness of imagery and thought does not make for ease of explic-

ation, poetic though it may be, for Iniordsworth is not a simple poet by

any means, as John Danby demonstrates very well in his ironically

titled book The Símp1e l¡Iordsworth, one of those r^rorks which remarks on

the frequency of r^7ater imagery in trrlordsworthrs poetry.

Speaking numerically, thirty-eight of Lrlordsworthts poems Ín

Lyrical Ballads contain T,^rater images; such images can be found in every

loMarsh, Inlordswortht s fmagery, p 91.

tttÞtg., p. gL.

t2our"r, Darbishire,
siËy Press, 1950), p. 67.

The Oxford Uníver-Poet i¡lordsworth (Oxford:



book of The Prelude and in forty-five of the selections in poems in

Tvo Volumes , 1807. Of course, there is some variation in the quantity

of water images in the various poems and some discrepancy in their

importance. Not every reference to r,^/ater ín all these poems is central

to the readerts understanding of the piece. As Miss Marsh indicates,

certain poems contain only f leeting references to \,rater which can

scarcely be ca11ed meËaphors, buË in others the vrater images do express

symbolically the essence of the poem.

Inrrlnle Are Sevenr't forr example, the poetrs little interlocutress

tells him that two of her brothers have gone to sea. This rtcountsrr as

a r.{ater image, but has very little meaning in the poem, which concerns

a childrs inability to accept the idea of mortality. "O1d Man Travel-

1ing" has another \,üater image of similar insignificance as the old man

encountered by i¡Iordsworth tells him the object of his journey is

. to take
"A last leave of my son, a maríner,
'tlrÏho from a sea-fight has been brought to

Fa lmouth
And there is dying in a hospital.r'

(11. t7-20.)

The impact of these lines at the end of the poem describing the old

man's animal-like tranquillity and patience does not depend on the

reference to the sea but it is an example of one group of water ímages.

In many more poems, though, such as rrHart Leap Well'r and rrThe

Thorn" of Lyríca1 Ba1lads, certain passages in The Prelude, the "Elegiac

Stanzas" and the sonnet "Thoughts of a Briton on the Subjugation of

Switzerlandrr from the 1807 volumes, hTater symbols convey the central

thought.
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Perhaps the prevalence of r,rater images ín some of Wordsworthts

poems may be partly explained by the fact that he often r¡/rote about

subjects r¿hich have pastoral settings--a rustic person of the Cumber-

land district, some anthropomorphízed fauna or flora--or about his

personal response to nature. 'rMichaelr" for instance, does not con-

tain much r^7ater imagery, but the major image in the poem, the sheep-

fold, is located next to the "boisterous brook of Green-head Gill.,,13

L{ordsworth explained in an 1800 note that the water was needed for

washing the sheep.

The early books of The Prelude about I¡Iordsworthrs boyhood and

schooltime in the Lake District contain many more references to \¡rater,

partly because of the setting, than do the books about his experiences

in London and France, or those explaining hÍs philosophical and psycho-

logical beliefs. fn a majoríty of instances, however, vrater imagery is

not present in In/ordsworthrs poetry just as a technical detail or by

chance of locaËion or subject matter, but has deliberate symbolic mean-

íng; indeed, in the great Prelude, it is the underlying s;'rnbol of the

whole poem. This imagery is most often intentionally employed by the

poeË to express some feeling or idea central to the poem, though some-

times it is difficult, as has been suggested, to translate these thoughts

into ordinary prose.

0n examíning the poetry of the three major 1798-1807 works, one

fínds that certain images are used recurrently to express similar ídeas.

Fountaíns, the sea, standing vrater (we1ls, pools or ponds), waterfalls,

13". +gt.
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streams or brooks, and rivers, suggest simí1ar thoughts in different

poems. Not every metaphor involving one of these types of water, nor

every reference to one of them has exactly the same connot.atíon, but

I think there are more than enough símilarities to make the suggestion

of recurrent patterns in trnlordsworthts use of water imagery a. demon-

strable idea. I have found also in analysing these patterns that in

some cases, more than one pattern of imagery is recurrently associated

with the same form of water. One is usually a faLrly straightforward

simple suggestion of an ordinary idea and the other a more profound

thought related to üIordsworthrs central beliefs about man and the

unÍverse.

The sea, as a first example, seems to have two major connota-

tions. The first is as a complex syrnbol for inlordsworth's idea of the

vast eternal spirit of the universe and the second metaphoric associ-

ation is with strangeness, and sometímes with loss, alienation, madness

or even death. Sea images used with the first connotatíon can be seen

in The Prelude, and in "Ode: Intimations of Immortality from Recollec-

tions of Early Chíldhoodr" among others. Imagery with the second

implication of the sea as an alien place of I'doubt and something darkr'l

of 'rsome reverential fearrras trnlordsworth says in an 1807 sonn"tr14 "rn
be found in 'rThe Female Vagrantr" "Ruthrrr rrThe Affliction of Margaretril

"To the Same Flowêrr" "I Travelltd Among Unknown Men,rrand numerous

other poems. On occasion these t\,,ro associations are interwoven by the

poet, for example, in the "Elegíac Stanzas.rl

to which yon ship must go?rr 11. L2-I3,l4"Wh.ru lies the Land
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Inland \,üaters, on the other hand, especially running brooks

and rivulets, have quite a different connotation. They are associated

in the poems with youth, nature at her most harmonious, beauty and

childhood joy, freedom, and an aff irmation of life. rrrt Inlas an April

Morningrtt ttRuthrtr ttNuttingrtt t'Lrlritten in Marchrtr and ttTo H. C., Six

Years 01dr'r are a few random examples of poems containing this idea.

Streams and rivers have multiple meaníngs, and they are very

common images in trnlordsworthrs poems. Perhaps because of hís early

love for the Derwent and its effect upon him, he turns to rivers and

streams to syrnbolize his most important ideas about the flow of exist-

ence, freedom, ímagination, poetic inspiration, and the naËure of

reality. rrT-ines written a few miles above Tintern Abbeyrrr many

passages in The Prelude, rrThoughËs of a Briton on the subjugatíon of

Switzerlandr" and I'Tt is not to be thought of that the Flood r, are a

few poems in which rivers and streams are used to symbolize one or

more of these themes. Like brooks and small running \,/aters, rivers

are also associated recurrently with a wholesome life in harmony with

nature.

Standing T,'rater, as in poo1s, ponds or we1ls, is associated with

death and decay, physical, emotional or moral. "The Thornr" the poem

which begins "If Nature, for a favourite Childr" "Resolutíon and

Independencerrt rrA Complaintrrr and t'Miltonl thou should'st be 1ivíng

at this hourrtt contain standing water images with these associations.

Fountaíns in i^Iordsworth's poetic thought are very appropriately

related to the life force of nature and the creative power of Ëhe

universe. I'Hart Leap üIe11rt' rrThe Fountain,rr rrThe Two Aprit Morningsrrr
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'f The Brothers" and t'A complaint rtt are some poems in which fountains

have this synbolic meaning.

waterfalls, not unexpectedly, are connected in simple metaphors

with danger and death. "Song for the trr/andering Jewrtand "The pet Lamb'l

are E\^/o Poems which have images of waterfalls with this implícation.

The sound of waterfalls also suggested to trn/ordsworth the'voicertof

the eternal spirit of rrature. He says in rrTintern Abbeyt' about his

early love of nature: "The soundíng cataract haunted me like a

i5passion,r'-- and one finds ot.her sÍmilar images of waterfalls which

have this second, deeper metaphoric connotation.

All these forms of water have specific separate patterns of

meaning and they also convey a general symbolic meaníng as surrogates

for Nature in tota1. Water, more often than any other single element

in nature--f 1ora, mountains, animals--sums up Nature in l¡Iordsr¿orthts

thought and when several aspects of physical nature are used to

represent therri-dearrof Nature, T^7aËer is usually the dominant image.

Perhaps thís was because it was his earliest foretaste 'rof the calm /

that Nature breaÈhes among the hills and grorr."."16

And yet another, deeper level can be díscovered in the symbolic

patterns of I^iordsworthrs T^Iater imagery. These image patterns are

threads of a larger pattern in which the poet is expressing the differ-

ent aspects of his idea of trmetaphysical realityrtt or that "Wisdom and

15". 
77 .

t6tn9 Prelude, r, 11. 284-85.
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SpíriË of the univers erttl7 he recognized so intensely, and whose

essence he wanted to communícate in his poetry. The attributes of

this frrealityr'r symbolized in various ways through the \^rater images

are really the core of Wordsworthrs t.hought. This thought is, I believe,

essentially a kind of intuitive Platonism.

In/al1ace Stevens has remarked that the strongest imagination

leads to a ttPlatonic resolution of diversítyr"18 while Coleridge, whose

great masters were of course, Plato and KanL, said thatneveryone is

born an Aristotelian, or a Platonist."19 l,rTordsworth had an unusually

marked Platonic cast to his thought and his ímagination leads not just

to a resolution of diversity but to a vision of the living Soul of a1l

the universe. It is that vision which transfuses hís finest poet.ry

with greatness and it is ultimately a Platonic vision.

Dean l{. R. Inge in his book The Platonic Tradírion in English

Religious Thought says of trn/ordsworth that he is arrTruer Platonistrr

than Shelley for the 'rpresence of the Divine ín and behind Nature was

far more intímately felt by üiordsworth, the self-taught follower of

the Platonists."20 Dean Inge d.raws a distinction (after the ideas of

Professor J. A. Stewart) between traditional Platonism, 1íke Spenser's,

I7_...*'rbid., r, I. 429.

18Wr11""" Stevens, rrlmagination as Value'r in English
Essays, L948, ed. D. A. Robertson, Jr. (New York: Columbía
Press , L949), p. 2I.

Tns ti tute
Univers ity

19sr*,r.1 Taylor Coleridge, The Table
Coleridge (London: Oxford Universíty Press,

20". *. Inge, The Platonic Tradition
(New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1926), p.

Talk and Omniana_, ed. H. N.
t9lr>, p. 118.

in English Religious Thought
83.
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and personal Platonism like wordsworthrs, quoËing stewart's descríp-

tion of personal Platonísm as,

. the mood of one who has a curious eye for the
endless variety of this visible and Ëemporal world,
and a fine sense of its beautíes: yet is haunted by
the presence of an invisible and eternal world behind,
or, when the mood is most pressing, within the vísible
and temporal world, and sustaining both it and him-
self--a world not perceived as external to himself,
but inwardly lived by him, as that v/ith r,rhich in
moments of ecstasy, or even habitually, he is become
orru . 21

This definition obviously applies to trrlordsworth and is ín many

!üays a good summary of the experiences which are the theme of some of

hís most importanË works. 'rPersonal Platonism'r i", in brief, the

intuitive acceptance of Platots basic vier,r that spiriË is primal,

reality is organic, values like goodness, truth and beauty are supreme

and the key to life is harmonious self development. fn wordsworth's

case, onJ-y a certain amount of ínformal scholarship enhanced. his intui-

tive disposítion to this view of existence and therefore it seems most

appropríate to call his thought, after Dean Inge, "personaltt as opposed

to 'rformalr' Platonism, or that based prímarily on extensive scholarship

and employing the formal language of the School.

Let us proceed, then, to a closer examination of the \,,zater ímagery

in Lrlordsworthts 1798-1807 work, which it is hoped will reveal that

various forms of water do appear ín recurrent patterns of meaníng, that

the more complex ones are ultimately expressions about a Platonic world

in and behind the temporal one and that an understanding of these \^7ater

ímages is of considerable importance in comprehending the poetts thought.

"to.u., p. 73 .



CHAPTER IT

THE SEA

The sea has two major metaphoríc connotations in Inlordsworthts

poetry. The simpler is as a representatíon of danger and alienation,

the second and more complex is as a symbol of the vastness and ínfini-

tude of the wísdom and spirit of the universe. Lriordsworthrs "central

experiencer" therrmerging of his soul with the divine soul in Natureil

as one emínent crític expresses ítr 1 gu.r" him a perception of that

divine soul as "first and last, and midst, and wÍthout end.,'2 He was

intensely a\,rare of this ínfinity as a quality of the world por¡rer which

infuses all existence, and he recurrently used images of the sea to

express Lhis perceptíon. In his highest moments of recognition of

this soul, Wordsworth r¿as íntoxicated with its glory and infinite

poll7er, and an analysis of the descripËion of these moments in his

poetry suggests that he turned Ëo the sea, which to man's eye appears

infinitely vast and limitless, to coûtrnunícate this idea.

These f\^/o primary connotations of I¡Iordsworthts sea images are

sometimes modified or extended to suggest a complex of related ideas,

especially in the later poetry of the decade where the images in

general are richer and fuller.

The first and simpler of these associations, when the sea is

presented as strange and threatening, can be seen very clearly in

lDarbishire, 
The

2the preluae, Vr,

Poet i^Iordsworth: pp. 136-37 .

r. 572.
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"Ruthrr' 'rThe Female Vagrantrr and 'rThe Brotherstr from Lyrical Ballads

and "The Affliction of Margaretrrr rrThe Sailorts Mother" and "The Blind

Highland Boy'r from the 1807 volumes. All these poems are narrative

stories about love and suffering, a theme which very much interested

trnlordsworth, and they are quite similar in style as well, though they

\^iere \,vritten at different times, and the 1ast, "The Blind Highland Boyrrr

not until af ter trrlordsworth's visit to Loch Leven in 1803.

In the f irst of the above poems, t'Ruthr" written during inlords-

rvorth's !799 wínter in Germany, the sea appears in the background as

an implíed source of danger in contrast to the inland waters of England

r^¡hich the poet of the Lake District consistently associated wíth happi-

ness and safety. Ruth's faithless lover, described as gayer Ëhan any

dolphin "upon the tropic seart3 came from 'rcross the ocean r"4 to betray

her; and most important, it was over there, in America, that he fell

into the evil ways which 1ed to his betrayal. One does not lrant to

belabour the point, but also it \,ras at the sea-side she learned of his

desertion and went mad.

"The Female Vagrantrt' a poem of the 1798 Lyrical Ballads, which

Wordsworth constantly revised right up until IB42 ín accordance with

hís changing social views, is similar to "Ruth" in its story. It very

directly connecLs the sea with danger, alienation, loss and death.

When the Female Vagrant and her famí1y are driven by adverse social

conditíons to emigrate to America (again the source of "evíl'r) the

becomes a place of peril and fear. The crossing is both hazardous

3r. :o

sea

in

¿+
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itself and an awful portent of what is to come:

i"; ;":l:,;"ïl:;;;;';.ff:: rhe howling blasr.
We gazed with terror on the gloomy sleep
Of them that perished in the whirlwind's sr,^reep,
Untaught that soon such anguish must ensue,
Our hopes such harvest of affliction reap,
That v/e the mercy of the v/aves should rue.

(11. 110-16.)

These storms at sea also suggest the woman's inner state, for

she had been very apprehensive about the trip and pleaded with t'prayers

5
and tears'r- to change her husbandrs mind about the voyage. And l^Iords-

worth expresses the nightmare of her war experíences in the New tr^iorld

with sea imagery--"while like a sea the storming army came,,6--rr.ry

clearly associating the sea r¡ith disaster. After these calamities of

warr "disease and famine, agony and fearr"T the Vagrant returns to

England across the sea by herself, for she has lost all her family.

The ocean on the return voyage is very different for it is a 'rglítter-
8o

íng main"- which is at rest. This rest of the "very ocean"'after the

storms of the outward trip emphasizes by contrast the human mournerts

inability to calm therrstorms of her morËal 
"rru.,,10 The imagery in

this section of the poem seems reminiscent of "The Rime of the Ancient

Marinerrt in the almost supernatural calmness of the ocean and it is

associated too wiËh the rremotional limbo" the woman has entered. The

peace she fínds on thistrsilent """"11 invested with a',heavenly
12

silence'r-- is deceptive for it leads to more suffering and pain. She

5". 
97 . 6t. 

156 . 7 

". 
LzB . 8". 

138 .

9t.139. tor. r4L. ttr. 168. t'". r42.
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has crossed the sea into a living death, for she ís out.side

And homeless near a thousand homes I stood
And near a thousand tables pined, and wanted food.

( 11. 17e-80. )

This pitiful tale very clearly illustrates in several images

worthrs poetic pattern of relating the sea to disaster, loss

a lienation.

1 ife;

Inlords-

and

"The Brothersr' of the 1800 Lyrical Ballads which coleridge

described as I'that model of English pastoralrr13 
"1"o contains evidence

of this paËtern in its imagery. rn this poem, full of pathos, an elder

of two brothers returns to his country home after t\^7enty years at sea.

During those years he had remained "ha1f a shepherd on the stormy
1L

seasrtr*' imagining mountains, sheep, hil1s and shepherds in the waves

of the sea, for sailing \^/as rea11y an alien way of life to him. During

the shepherd-sailorrs sojourn at sea, his beloved younger brother had

grieved, and eventually died by accident. The dealh is not directly

connected to the elder brother's long absence, but one has the feeling

that che young man's grief was perhaps a factor in his accident. Thus

the sea is presented as an alíen place and the bringer, at least

indirectly, of death to one brother and sorror,ü to the other.

'rThe Affliction of Margaretr, from the 1807 volumes but prob-

ably written six years earlier, is about a mourning mother whose son

has disappeared, and one of her great fears is that her lost son

. hast been summoned to the Deep,
Thou, Thou, and all thy mates, to keep
An inconrnunicable s1eep.

(11. s4-s6.)

Early Years, p. 479.
l3quoted in Moorman, trriordswortlq The
11.*'L.43.
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Another story of maternal distress with the sea a source of

danger is "The Blind Highland Boy." rn this tale with a scottish

setting, a little blind boy sets off in a ,rHousehold Tub,'15 on Lo"h

Leven, 'rhurrying down / Towards the mighty sear,,16 
" place of adventure

to the boy but a terrifyÍng prospect for his mother. "The saÍlor's

Motherr'r still another poem of símí1ar style and theme, has the mother

grieving because of her sonts death at sea.

All the poems described above are about simple people of rural

England and in all of them the sea is presented as a place of danger,

alien to the character's way of life, for in his poetry I^Iordsworth

habitually used the sea as a vehicle to convey these ideas. Even in

the lyricalrrr travelltd among unknown Menrr'rlands beyond the sear,,17

if not the sea itself, are places where the poet is disoriented and

unhappy.

For the people of Lyrical Ballads and for the poet himself in

a more sophisticated way, happiness was tied to a life in

with the green hi1ls and inland waters of rural England.

1807 sonn"t"r 18 Inlordsworth's joy at his return to his home

in the following lines:

Dear fellow Travellerl here r.{e are once more.
The Cock that crows, the Smoke that cur1s, that sound
0f Bells, those Boys that in yon meadow-ground
In white sleev'd shirts are playing by the score,
And even this little Ríver's gentle roar.
All, all are English. Oft have I look'd around
I^/ith joy in Kentts green vales; but never found

close contact

fn one of the

is expressed

t5r. 
r13 .

l8"ao*oo"ed in

t6rt. 
99-1oo . L7". 2.

the Valley, near Dover On the Day of Landing tt
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Myself so satisfied in heart before.
. and 'tis enough joy and pride

For one hour's perfect bliss, to tread the grass
0f England once again,

(11 . 1-8, 11- 13 . )

ft should be added that there r¡ras a great deal of implied social

criticism in the Lvrical Ballads, especially those of 1798. One of

the problems of the eighteenth century r¿as that smal1 farmers and

countrymen \¡7ere being driven off the land by great landowners and

forced to emigrate. Oliver Goldsmith, one of Iniordsworthrs early pre-

cursors had written about the same problem in The Deserted Village, in

L770. Thus, this association of strangeness and fear with the sea

probably had its origins in i¡iordsworthfs concern for the social prob-

lems of the poor, as well as in his own intense love for rural England.

These images using the sea as a metaphor for alienation and

danger can be found in The Prelude and in oËher poetry of the 1807

volumes besides the narrative tales already mentioned.

The Prelude opens as the poet has been freed from the 'rprisot"19

of Ëhe city (through his legacy from Raisley Calvert) and is in the

process of returning to live in Ehe country amid Nature at its purest,

and shaking of f " the heavy weight of many a !üeary day ."20 l.{ater Ímages

typical of The Prelude where rivers and streams are very important

metaphors throughout the poem, appear at once for inlordsworth wonders

"wha¡ s\,reet stream / snatl with its murmur lulltr" nt* to his rest and

wheËher he will follow "a twig or any floating thing / Upon a ri-ver"2z

in setting the course of his new 1ife. In this expression of delight

,rr, 
11

tnr, 
1

20at r L4
,rr, 

11 13- 14 3L-32.
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at his ne\.^i freedom, I^lords\^zorth also says he may no\nrttquit the tiresome

sea and dwell on shorer"23 
"rrggustíng that he is like a saílor who has

come home. The feeling about the sea as an alien place is related to

the city in this image, for ilordsworth felt uncomfortable in cities all

his life, and the whole implÍcation of the metaphor is that the country

is his real home.

One cannot discuss the sea ímages of The prelude which suggest

danger without mentíoning the enigmatic fable of the stone and the
?4 ?qshell.-' De Quincy ca11ed this famous dreamrrsublimert'" but it is a

considerabLe puzzle to explicate. The story is told of a friend--later

changed to Inlordsworth himself--who lvas sitting in atrrocky cave lby
26

the sea sider'-" reading cervantes. The reader fell into musing and

turning his eyes towards the sea, began to think rron poetry and geomet-
?7

ric Truth."-' These thoughts were perhaps inspired because Ëhe sea is

assocíated by Iniordsworth in the other, more complex image pattern with

the vast spirit of existence and the tT,^ro extremes of this spirit in

intellectual terms, are science and poetry. As the man \.{as falling

asleep, a peculiar dream came to him about an Arab in a desert, carry-

ing a stone and a shell. The stone turned out to represent "Euclidts

Elementsrr or science, and the shel1 a I'Bookr'r 'rsomething of more worthrrr
28or literature.-- Ileld to the dreamerts ear, the Shell gave forth a

23,
-t

t\-- De
1839, quoted

26,,
v,

/L-'v, 11.

Taitrs Magazine for
The Prelude (f805)

)1-' r¡ 1 61.

r. 35.

Quincey in
inttNotestt

11.57-58.

49-L65 .

January, February and April,
ed. de SelincourË, p. 265 .

'uu, rr. 88-90.
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prophecy in some unknown but intelligible language of rtDestruction Lo

the children of the Earth / ny deluge norü at hand.,,29 The Arab, also

called a semi-"Don Quixoter't30 seems to combine in his person as well

as ín his syrnbolic burdens both literature and science, for the Arabs

invented mathemaLics, and Don Quixote is a most idealistic literary

creation. This rather strange figure made off in the dream to bury

the stone and she1l for safekeepÍng, and the dreamer followed him, but

glancing back, sar¡l

. 'the \,^/aters of the deep
Gathering upon us,

(V, 11. 130-31.)

The Arab-Quíxote then disappeared across the burning desert

I,trith the f leet Ì,üaters of the drowning world
In chase of him.

(v, 11. 136-37 .)

The most acceptable interpretation of the whole story seems to

be that of Lri. H. Auden in The Enchafèd glood.31 Auden suggests that

the stone and the she11 represent polaríties, ultimately, of science

and poetry. The poetrs desire is to preserve both, and the deluge

represents the anarchy which will occur if man does not hold these

polarities in balance. critics offer all kinds of explanations for

this strange epísode, but the detaíled meaning of the whole story

ineluding the sea images, is rather obscure except that the sea is

constantly associated with a grand disaster of almost Biblical propor-

tions . LrÏhen l,riordsworth says later in the same book, "My drif t hath

'nr, 1r. 98-99.

3t". ,r. Auden, The
1950)r pp. 43-90.

'ou, 1. L42.

Random House,qqçþqqè4 Flood (New york:
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scarcely, I I fear, been obvio,rsr',32 onu has to agree \^rith him:

trrlordsworthts emotional response to t'the devouring sear',33 as he

called it, is well illustrated by a story in Book Twelve of The prelude,

a book about the impairmenL and restoration of his poetic imagination.

rn describing some childhood experiences which provided him with an

emotional I'founLainttwhence he could draw poetic feeling as an adult,

I^Iordsworth asserts his affection for travellers on public roads (where

he certainly found a great deal of poetic material) and states that

ever since childhood he found in these ttwanderers of the Earthrr some-

thing of the same grandeur he saw ín

The Mariner who sails the roaring sea
Through storm and darkness

(xTr, 1t. 154-55.)

The perilousness the young tr^/ordsworth early invested in the sea may be

one origin of that sense of danger and strangeness which imbues so many

of his sea images. Though the sea stimulated Inlordsworthrs imagination

on occasion, íË rarely seems to have suggested joy and peace to him the

way inland waters did, for l¡lordsworth loved the rivers, brooks and

streams as fríends.

The sea images of the 1807 books are generally richer and more

elaborate than in the earlier works, as is true throughout the poems

of these volumes. The suggestion of the sea beíng dangerous and foreign

is apparent in some poems but the images do not express Ëhis idea so

directly, and it is often only one aspect of a more complex thought.

One sonnet does spring to mind aË once however, as a clear example of

t'r,11. 2gr-g2.
aa"fx, r. 4
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this pattern. The poem begins'r'lnlhere lies the Land to which yon ship

must go?" and as the poet muses on thís question he says:

Yet sti11 I ask, v¿hat Haven is her mark?
And, almost as it vüas when ships \,vere rare,
From time to time, like Pílgrims, here and there
Crossing the r¡raters; doubt, and someËhing dark,
Of the old Sea some reverentíal Í.ear,
Is with me at thy farewell, joyous Bark.

(LL. e-L4.)

"Doubt and something dark, I of the o1d sea some reverential fearil is

a very accurate surunary of the idea Words\,rorth recurrently expresses

in metaphors of the sea. rn a rairry simple poem, 'rTo The same Flower'l

(the sma11 celandine specifically) he expresses again this feeling

about the sea as alien in these \,/ords addressed to the flower:

Thou art not beyond the moon
But a thing rrbeneath our shoon;"
Let, as old Magellan did,
Others roam about the sea;

(Ll. 4L-44 .)

rrThe Solitary Reaperrrr that beautiful poem full of the rich

imagery so characteristic of hlordsworth's style in the later part of

the 1798-1807 decade, contains a line in which the sea appears as the

veritable soul of strange, far-off places. iniordsworth says of the

Reaperr s singing:

No sweeter voice \^ras ever heard
In spring-time from Lhe Cuckoo-bird,
Breaking Lhe silence of the seas
Among the furthest Hebrides.

(11. 13-16.)

The sensuous beauty of these limpíd lines is a very striking

example of l¡Iordsworth's simple but rich poetry at its best and the

image of Ëhe sea is illustratíve of Inlordsworthrs deceptive simplicíty.

The line about the sea begins aggressively with a harsh-soi¿nding verb
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and then the sibilance of the last phraser'rsilence of the seasr"

almost creates in itself the barely audible hissing of the v/aves. The

phrase'rfurLhest Hebridesttof the last line is associated r¿ith,rArabian

sandsrr mentioned in the preceding quatraín so that In/ordsworthrs familíar
unification of disparates is achieved through the singing which pene_

trates the loneliest places. Once more l¡/ordsworth f inds in the sea a

metaphor to express the idea of strangeness and distance.

Perhaps the most ímportant poem in which tr^Iordsworth used the sea

as a symbol 0f danger and estrangement \,7as'rElegiac stanzas suggested

by a Picture of peel castle in a Storm, painted by sir George Beaumont.,l

The sea is a very complicated symbol in this work and it is used as a

vehicle to communicate some of hlordsworth's most intense feelings. The

poem \,,74s written in the sunìmer of 1805 after the poet?s beloved brother

John drowned in the wreck of his East rndia freighter 'Abergavenny.,r

The rrElegiac Stanzastr r,,/ere inspired by i^Iordsworthrs sorror¡r about his

brotherrs death, and there is a second grief in them about the lessening

of his o\,^/n spontaneous imaginative response to the world which was the

genesis of hÍs poetry. The sea in the poem becomes a symbol for the

poet's Ínner state. rn his halcyon days he knew peel castle standing

beside a calm sea and he

';,; ;"::"li.n;:;.i:::':Ë ;îi'*:l:,ä'lllï*3:"'
( 11 . rt_Lz.)

The castle then \^ras 'rsleeping on a glassy sear,r34 the ,rglassy sea'

reminiscent of the rrglittering mainrr in "Ruthr'r and as deceptive. rn

34". +.
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these happier days wordsworth thought he saw the,rsoul of truth,,35 in
this "Elysian quiet"36 b,rt he learned when his soul had been humanized

by "a deep distress"3T that, like oedipus, we are ,,surely blind'r38 urrd

do not know real truth until we have suffered and accepted within our-

selves that we cannot live apart from the laws of nature which include

suffering and death. Inlordsworthrs early achievement of an easy joy

and his flashes of

The light that never l^ras, on sea or land,
The consecration, and the poetrs dream;

(11. ls_16.)

whích were symbolized by the "smiling ,"u,,39 are gone without hope of

restoration, and he explains in the poem that he has accepted suffering
as something which must be borne and out of which he has gained. new,

Íf dif ferent strength. The 'sea ín angerr,'40 th. "deadly s\.{e11r"41

the 'rtrampling *^r"""42 in sir George Beaumontrs pÍcture become the

symbol for that pain which must be borne as a part of nature and which

gives a deeper knowledge of the ',soul of truth.,,43

The changing sea Ímages in the poem are the underlying symbol

of the whole theme and the poetrs assocíation with the sea as a place

of ?tsomething dark" whích could be d.iscerned on a simpler level in
other poems here becomes a complex image about human life and the loss

of youthrs spontaneous joy. Aldous Huxleyrs content ion44 that l^iords-

worth's easy vision of happiness in nature r,ìras possible only because

35".:t. 36r. 26. 37". 
sø.

4ot. ++. 4'". 47. 4'". sz.
¿'-L' 'Aldous Huxley, r'Lriordsworth in the

0ther Essays (London: Fleuron, Lg29).

38". so.
4tt. 

,r. .

Tropicsrrr in

eo-'L. 38.

Ho 1y Face and
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he did not really know its cruel-ty can be refuted not only by the

details of inlordsworthrs biography but by thís poem, ín which Ëhe poetrs

anguish at his brother's death and the fading ofrrthe light that never

rvas on sea, or land'r so clearly demonstrate his knowledge of that

crue 1 ty.

The second, more complex pattern of images with the sea as a

symbol of infinite reality, does not appear significantly in the

Lvrical Ballads, but most metaphors involving the sea in The prelude

suggest the vastness and all-pervasiveness of the universal spirit.

rn Book one of The prelude as wordsworth was delineating the

memorable childhood experiences which contributed to the making of a

poet, his main theme was how nature ministered to him as.a favorrd
Lq

Beingtt'" in various \days, making

The surface of the universal earth
With triumph, and delight, and hope, and fear,
tr^Iork like a sea.

(T, LL. 499-50L.)

I¡lordsworth, who ca1led Nature the nurse and guard.ian of his

soul, believed that through nature he was led to the higher moral and

spiritual values which r^7ere part of the universal r¿isdom and that the

earliest steps to this knowledge were taken through his daily boyhood

activities. This early inf luence of Nature \,{as secondary, working

indirectly through the triumph, delight, hope and fear of the poetts

childhood feelings. These feelings, growing out of his activities in

Nature, gave him his first intimations of the fnfinite and in the

lines quoted above, he likens the workings of this spirit in the

4'rn" prelude, r, L. 364
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universe Lo a sea for as \,vaves are only the surface of the sea, these

feelings were only the outer layer of Nature's depths of wisdom. The

word 'rsurface'r in the first line seems significant, for the poet is

clearly suggesting that these feelings were only the very smallest

part of the immensity that lay below, as the waves are just the cover-

ing of the deep sea. A further, very typical implication of this image

to LtTordsworth is the view that incidents of life resemble the waves on

a sea, each separate and temporarily distinct, but emerging from a

unified whole and then blending once more into that whole.

This has been a fairly lengthy explicatíon of this image for

the ideas it suggests are characteristic of the pattern of sea Ímages

under discussion. Inihen Wordsworth wanted to sum up the vastness of

the unchanging essence of existence, he very often used the sea for

his symbol. somehow, no other natural phenomenon suggested so com-

pletely to him the single, deep and limitless force he apprehended

throughout creation.

An image in which the sea agaín suggests the infinity inherent

ín the world spirit can be found in Book Two. rn these lines, trn/ords-

worth declared:

To unorganic natures I transferrtd
My own enjoyments, or, the power of truth
Comíng in revelation, f converstd
I^Iith things that rea11y are, I, at this time
Saw blessings spread around me like a sea.

(rt, LL. 410-414.)

These 1ínes are a succínct description of that process through

which l¡/ordsworth moved to recognition of the essential unity of exist-

ence, for that unity isrrtruth.rr The key phrases in this passage,
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trthe povzer of truthrrr rrrevelatÍonrrr rtbless ingstr and rrthings that

rea1ly al.er" give fundamental insight ínto Inlordsworthrs central beliefs.

The ultimate knowledge he gained in moments of revelation was of ,rtruth'l

and thatrrtruthrtror reality, brought por¡rer. fndeed, tr/ordsworth thought

that the greatest poetry !üas po\^7erfu1 because it expressed that ultimate

truth. And, especially in the context of this essay, the passage once

more expresses the limitlessness of this knowledge and the blessings

which accornpany it by the image of a sea, the finar and only reference

to natural objects in the passage.

Another similar example appears as the poet continued his state-
ment in The Prelude about the growing intensity of his youthful response

to nature and his increasing awareness of the "sentÍment of Beingr,46

spread throughout the universe with the c1ímactic recognition of this
ultimate truth,

Beneath the wave, yeat in the wave itself
And mighty depth of waters. I,rlonder not
If such my transports \,./ere; for in all things now
f saw one life, and felt that it was joy.

(rr, 7L.427-30.)

The word "joy" is very important in Inlordsworthrs belief aboutrrrealityl

for he thought the recognition of this reality and a life in harmony

with it brought "joy." rn another part of The prelude he descríbed

this essence of reality, or Truth, in these words:

Our destíny, our nature, and our home
Is r¿ith infinitude, and only there;
L{ith hope it is, hope that can never die,
Effort, and expectation, and desire,
And something evermore about to be.

(vr, 11. 538-42.)

L6' -Ibíd ., f, 420
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I,rlordsworth followed these 1ines, speaking about the mind that recog-

nízes this destiny, with characteristic use of a water image to

suggest the rebirth and infinite renewal of the ultimate reality and

said that such a mind was,

Strong in itself, and in the access of joy
Which hides it like the overflowing Nile.

(vr, IL. 547 -48 ,)

The sea as a metaphor to convey the unending oneness of reality

appears again in Book Three in the story of ülordsworth's life at

Cambridge. He r,{as some\¡Ihat dissatísfíed with his university years and

one aspect he especially disliked was the artificiality of life in the

to\^rn, but he tried to remember that this artificiality was, after all,

a kind of microcosm of the great world

. no mimic shew,
Itself a living part of a live whole,
A creek of the vast sea.

(rr1, 11. 624-26.)

In the well-known passage in Book Four about L{ordsworthrs

rrpoetic baptism" as Professor de Selincourt ca1ls it47 when vows r,{ere

made for him and his destiny as a poet sealed, Wordsworth in descríbing

his sense of wonder said that the whole world ¡¿as full of joy and even

therrsea was laughing at a dístarrce."48 The image of the sea conveys

the completeness of this joy, for it is intended to suggest the

infinite reaches of existence.

The sectíon of The Prelude i¿hich explains i^Iordsworthrs attitude

47r.rru"t de Selincourt in rrNotesrl
(1805), p. 263.

ouru, r. 333 .

to his edition of The Pre lude
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to the French revolution contains one very interesting prolonged

metaphor of the sea in which it becomes the underlying symbol for the

permanence of the world soul despite superficial \¡zaves of change.

hiordsworth had been thrown into a deep depression over Englandts

declaratíon of war with France, and by the events of the French Revol-

ution, especially the bloody policy of Robespierre, the "chief Regentrr

of this t'foul Tribe of Mo1och"49 as the poet described him in imagery

with a Miltonic resonance. On the day of Robespierrers death, Inlords-

worth was walking

. Over the smooth sands
0f Levenrs ample AesËuary

(x, tr . 475 -7 6 .)

havíng the same day seen the grave of a beloved former teacher (rtMathewt'

of Lvrical Ballads). The sight of the grave and its stone inscribed

with a "fragment from the Elegy of Gray"5O h"d evoked tears from the

poet, but also aroused in him a feeling of trgentleness and peace.,,51

As he walked along the shore he saw an old Romish chapel, resembling

a sea rock, where ín olden days mass had been said at an hour conven-

ient for worshíppers to cross the sands at low tide. on the morning

of Wordsworthrs walk, there \^ras a variegated crowd of travellers wading

through the inland stream nearby wÍth therrgreat sea"52 retired at a

safe distance--at 1ow ebb, in other words.

The poet inquired the dayrs ner¡rs from one of these travellers

and learned to his great delight that Robespierre was dead. Breathing

L9'-x, Lr. 469-70
t'*, L. 52g .

tt", r. 518
to", 1. 5oo.
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arrHymn of triumphr"53 T¡Iordsworth continued on his way in high spirits

along the same shore where he had ridden as a schoolboy with friends

when

Along the margin of the moonlight Sea,
I,Ie beat with thundering hoofs the level Sand.

(x, 11. 466-67 .)

This last line is an exact repetition of the final line of the passage

in Book Two where Wordsworth orígina11y described his boyhood rídes

along the shore.54 This repetition emphasízes the circular quality

of the whole tale as do the references to the tide. The story is fu1l

of touches juxtaposing change and sameness and always with the ebb and

flow of therrgreat seatrin the background. Thís passage, which could.

be considered an excellent example of trrlordsworthrs often very subtle

and complex symbolísm, pits superficial change against. enduring same-

ness, symbolized by the sea tide, in a pattern that underlíes the whole

episode. trriordsr¡orth believed that though human events are transitory

and ephemeral--teachers live and d.ie, travellers come and go, tyrants

rise and fall--the eternal truth of nature endures. As WordsworLh

said about nature at the end of The Prelude:

. this Frame of things
(Which, 'mid all revolutíon in the hopes
And fears of men, doth still remain unchanged.)

(xIrr, 11. 448-50. )

The most important insLance of sea

in Book Thirteen, the concluding book of

appears in the deseriptÍon of Lrlordsworthl

imagery Ín The Prelude is

the 1805 version. The sea

s climb up Mounl Snowdon in

t'", L. 544
\L-" 'LL. L43-44
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company \,^rith a youthf ul f riend and a shepherd. The atmosphere had a

mystical quality:

It was a Summerrs night, a close warm night,
trrÏan, du1l and glaring, with a dripping mist
Low-hung and thick that covertd all the sky,
Half threatening storm and rain.

(1i. 10-13.)

The three climbers made their r.vay silently, each thinkíng his own

thoughts, when suddenly

Å"å-,,i; T'"::;'.:'il3':::*, å'i:ä;i":'":iiT?'"",
Nor had I time to ask the cause of this,
For instantly a Light upon the turf
Fe1l like a flash: I looked about, and 1ol
The Moon sËood naked in the Heavens, at height
Immense above my head, and on the shore
f found myself of a huge sea of mist,
Which, meek and silent, rested at my feet:
A hundred hills their dusky backs upheaved
All over this stil1 Ocean, and beyond,
Far, far beyond, the vapours shot themselves,
In headlands, tongues, and promontory shapes,
Into the Sea, the real Sea, that seemrd
To dwindle, and give up its majesty,
Usurp'd upon as far as sight could reach.
Meanwhile, the Moon look'd down upon this shew
In single glory, and we stood, the misE
TouchÍng our very feet; and from the shore
At distance not the third part of a mile
Was a blue chasm; a fracture ín the vapour,
A deep and gloomy breathing-place through which
Mounted the roar of waters, torrents, streams
Innumerable, roaring with one voice.
The universal spectacle throughout
Inlas shaped for admiration and delight,
Grand in itself a1one, but in that breach
Through which the homeless voíce of waters rose,
That dark deep thoroughfare had Nature lodg'd
The Sou1, the ImaginaÈion of the whole.

(11. 36-65.)

This passage Miss Helen Darbishire ca1ls rralive wit.h the impulsive

moment of the experience itselftt and says that ít gives rran unforget-

table impression of the beauty, por,^rer and mystery which tr^ioÏdsworth
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found in the human mind."55 These rÍnes surery justify the assertion

that Wordsworth saw in the sea, real or symbolic, an ideal expression

for the eternal, vital unity and truth he recognized in his highest

moments of mystic imagination and that he invested in the sea a kind

of sublime awe.

That depth, vastness and above all, unity, trnlordsworth recognized

in existence and which he communicated so often through \^rater imagery,

is central to the meaníng of this passage. trrÏordsworthts sensory

response to nature during that v/arm, close, misty night was suddenly

transformed as by a flash of inner light into the mystícal sense of

union with inf inity, the "Soulrr or rrlmaginationrr of the who1e. And

the sea, real, imaginary and finally mystical is the symbol of that

soul in thís passage as in many others. The f inal r¡7ater image in the

passage--"the homeless voice of waters'r--further supports the inter-

pretation of trnlordsvrorthts sea images in this thesis , f or Ithomelesstr

emphasizes that the waters or rrSoultt have no tthomerrr that is, no

single place of origin or rest, but are equally 'rat homerr throughout

all existence. Líke the sea, the t'soul?treaches as far as the inner

eye can see.

ft has been suggested that these more profound patterns of

\,vater imagery express a central belief in Llordsworth which has a dis-

tinctly Platonic cast. The idea of the above passage is that mants

imagination shares in the "Imagination of the whole" and in these

moments when truth comes in revelation is both part of that infinite

55-'Darbishire, The Poet tr^/ordswqEth, p. 119.
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soul and ardare of Ít at the same time. This concept

up by i¡lordsworth Ín 1Ínes from The prelude which are

is best summed

very close to

Plato's description of the rdea of the Good, given in his Myth of the

Srr, .5 
6 trio.drrorth says,

The excellence, pure spirit and best power
Both of the object seen, and eye that sees.

(xrrT, tL. 378-79 .)

rt should be pointed out further in the discussion of the

snowdon passage that, although the sea is the most po\,rerfu1 image in

the lines, Inlordsworth also specifically mentions tttorrents and

sLreamsrtr brínging all r¡Iaters together and enforcing the dominant con-

ception of unity which pervades the passage. The passage seems to

strengthen not only the thesis that I¡Iordsworthrs important sea imagery

expresses his idea of the limít1ess extension of the world soul, but

as ¡¡e1l the sugges tion that he believed rrr,/atersrr in general to be a

natural symbol r¿hich ín their claríty, their superficial change yet

enduring sameness, their total unity and their motion, were the most

suitable vehícle to communicate thaË almost inexpressible truth.

Some of the 1807 sonnets have already been mentioned but there

are others which contain more complicated and more profound sea

imagery. Three of Wordsworthrs most beautiful sonnets come to mind

at once: "on the Extinction of the venetian Republicr" "The l^/orld is

too much wÍth usrrrand "It is a beauteous Evening, calm and free.tt

Lrlordsworthrs early disdain for the sonnet form not withstanding, his

ability within the limitations of the form has rarely been surpassed

tu-Bun=ÞLn vr, so8-LO
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by any poet. His growing belief throughout rhe 1798-1807 decade rhat

true freedom ís attainable only in reasonable restraint, which he

outlined in therrOde to Duty'r and the sonnet t'Nuns fret not at their

Conventts narro\^r roomrttseemed to generate a response ín him to the

contained form of the sonnet, somethíng one would not have expected

from the determined revolutionary rrballadeer'r of 1798. After the

aggressive starkness of the Lyrical Ballads, one is struck by the

sureness with which a poem like the Venetian sonnet manages to convey

a lush ornate sensuousness even in its very first line: "Once did

She hold the gorgeous East in fee.r'

fn this sonnet an image of the sea comes as the culmination of

the poetrs description of the past glories of Venice and its overtones

suggest again the idea of the sea as a symbol of the eternal soul. The

sonnet begins thus, with Venice personified:

Once did She hold the gorgeous East in fee;
And was the safeguard of the L{est: the worth
Of Venice did not fall below her birth,
Venice, the eldest Child of Liberry.
She was a Maiden City, bright and free;
No guile seduced, no force could violate.
And when She took unto herself a Mate
She must espouse the everlasting Sea.

(11. 1-8.)

The first line of this poem ís very close to a line in The

Aeneid describing the future glories of Rome as embodíed in Julius
11

Caesar:-' "He shall hold the East in fee." The resemblance ís so

close (and l^Iordsworth translated parts of The Aeneid) that this may

very well be an intentional implication of the belÍef that whole man's

transitory creations, such as Rome and Venice, will pass, the eternal

57virgil The Aeneid T, l. 289
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values which they may embody for a time will stí1I endure. The poem's

reference to the "everlasting searr suggests a whole complex of ideas

about Venice. The city rises, literally, out of the sea: it was

dependent on the sea for the trade which brought it wealth from the

'rgorgeous Easttrand its position of power \,ras maintained so long

because the surrounding sea made it easily defensible. Further, there

is the peculiar rite, specifically mentíoned by the poet, of the

symbolic wedding between the Doge as a surrogate for the city and the

sea. But, the important word is'reverlastingrrr for the sonnet is, in

the last analysis, about the extinction of Venice as a republic. Once

more the poetrs suggestion is that the sea, a symbol for Nature and by

extension the infinite essence of existence, will remain, even though

the city, however gloríous, has fallen.

The sea is an important symbol in another 1807 sonnet--ttThe

world is too much with usr" where Lriordsworth laments his countr¡rments

lack of imaginative response to the world. The poet complains that

the sea, which rrbares her bosom to the moon" fails to stir the narrow-

minded and materialistic people of Britain for they are "out of tune'r

with the wisdom and spirit of the universe. The actual lines contain-

ing the image are:

The world is too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our po\i/ers:
Little \^7e see in nature that is ours;
I^Ie have given our hearts a\,{ay, a sordid boonl
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The l^Iinds that \^ri11 be howling at all hours
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;
For this, for every thing, vre are out of tune;
Tt moves us not 

(11. 1-g.)
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The word 'rpo\,,7erst' is important for it suggests not only physical

energy, but manrs capacity to know the "po\der of truthrr which comes

in 'rrevelationr'r through nature. The phrase rrouL of tune'r is signi-

ficant as we11, for as mentioned, a basic aspect of Wordsworth's phil-

osophy of life was the necessity of living in tune with the laws of

the universe. His use of inland \^/aters to synbolize this type of life

will be discussed in a later chapter and the sea in some poems is

presented as symbolízing a líferrout of Lunerrrin oppositíon to inland

rraters. i^Iordsworth expressed more explicitly in The Prelude, hís belief

in

Conformity
To the end and written spirit of Godrs works,
trnlhether held forth in Nature or in Man.

( rV, 11 . 35 7 -360 .)

In the above sonnet, however, the sea is a symbol for that rrspirittr

and by implication, universal order.

The last lines of the sonnet contain a vigorous assertíon Ehat

Wordsworth would rather be a "pagan'r than not have this imaginatíve

response to life. He says he would r¿elcome paganism if he could have

ú";" "Tå;i':;",::i:"i"::i,ffiu;,H l;:""5:;'"'"'
0r hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.

( 11 . L2-L4 .)

In these last lines the image of the sea and classical mythology

concerning it emphasLze that Wordsworth was using the sea not only as

the symbol for the whole of Nature but for the highest leve1 of man's

particÍpation in the infiníte truth as vrell.

In yet another sonnet, a very gentle rrreverentrr poem which opens

"ft is a beauteous Evening, calm and free;" Wordsr¿orth wro€e,
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. the broad sun
Is sinkíng down in its tranquitlity;
The gentleness of heaven is on the Sea:
Listenl the mighty Being is ai¿ake
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder--everlastingly.

(11. 3-8.)

Several times in his poetry inlordsworth employed the image of the sky

fusing with the \,rater beneath ít, whether in a lake or the sea, as a

metaphor to communicate the unity he saw in existence. It can be

found, for example, in The Prelude, in the description of rrthat uncer-

tain Heaven receiv'd / Into the bosom of the steady Lake."58

In the sonnet discussed above, the line 'rthe gentleness of

heaven is on the Seail immediately leads to the idea of the "mighty

Beingr" emphasizíng once mor.e t.he close connection of the sea with

that concept in hlordsworth's thought. The reference to rreËerna1

motionil made by the rrmighty Beíng'r is especially relevant to Words-

worthrs water imagery for the idea of 'rmotionrr as one way of express-

ing his almost ineffable conception of reality seems to be an important

reason for his being drawn to r,,7ater images. The perpetual motion of

the seats r^raves as symbolic of the perpetual changes yet constant

sameness in existence has already been mentioned and the motion of

flowing water expressing the great creative force is a very important

pattern in Inlordsworthrs \,,7ater imagery which will be considered later.
ItMotion" as the central attribute of existence is very significant in

I,rlordsworth. For example, there is the well known line from "Tintern

Abbeyrr about a rrmotiontr and a rrspíritrr that rtrolls through all

ttu, LL. 4Lz-r3.
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(o
things'r." and this idea of motion is particularly significant in his

rvater images.

The most famous imagery of the sea as a symbol of that eternal

Being appears in "Ode: Intimations of Immortality from Recollections

of Early Childhood.rr The 1807 title, simply "Oder" tnTas lengthened in

1815 to improve the simple reader's comprehension of this "sometimes

magnif icent'r (tr^iordsworEhts phrase) but dif f ícu1t to explicate, poem.

Helen Darbishire's remark about the close association of imagery and

theme in this work has already been guoted and the problems ín this

poem have provided considerable material for critical dispute. üiater

imagery is not dominant in the work but like all the imagery in the

piece the references to \^/ater are full of meaning.

That many of the ídeas of the poem are very Platonic, especially

relating to the theory of metempsychosis, has been remarked by most

critics and In/ordsworth hímself even referred to Plato as a justifica-

tion for his use of this concept. Indeed, Plators theory of metem-

psychosis, given in the qhu.do60 is virtually summed up in these lines

which end with the importanL sea imagery.

Those shadowy recollections,
I^/hích, be they what they may,
Are yet the fountain light of all our day,
Are yet a master líght of all our seeing;
Uphold us, cherish us, and make
Our noisy years seem moments in the being
0f the eternal Silence: truths that \,iake,

To perish never;
Which neither listlessness, nor mad endeavour,

Nor Man nor Boy,

59"rtna"rn Abbeyr" 11. 101-03.
601lrao Phaedo 73-77.
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Nor all that is at enrnity with joY,
Can utterlY abolish or destroYl
Hence, in a season of calm weather,

Though inland far we be,
Our Souls have sight of that immortal sea

Which broughE us hither,
Can in a moment travel thither,

And see the Children sport upon the shore,
And hear the mighty \^Taters rolling evermore.

( 11. rs2-170 .)

The description of children sporting upon the shore of "that

inrnortal seatt calls to mind not. only Plato in connection \^7ith this

poem, but vírgi1 as well, especially in the story of Aeneasr descent

to the .rrrd"t*otld.61 (Indeed, I¡iordsworth was one of the most Virgilian

of nÍneteenLh century poets in his "tears for things human'r and hÍs

tendency to stoicism. Stoicism was the philosophy of one of the

ItTmperfect Socratíc Schoolsr" and as is well known, Socrates vras the

teacher of Plato. Thus one f inds in the stoic element of trrTordsworthts

thought another subtle source of his Platonism.) The images of the

sea in these lines that are such an intensely poetic statement of

i^lordsworthrs belief s, seem to demonstrate without question that Inlords-

worth found ín the sea an important syrnbol of those "truthsil that

'rperísh never.tr The last line of the passage quoted concerning "the

mighty vraters rolling evermore" is reminiscent of the phrase about

,,the homeless voice of lüatersrr in The Pre1ude62 und the word "rolling"

is an illustration of the underlying pattern that has been suggested

in trnlordswortht s r¡7ater imagery, in which f lowing waters represent the

eternal life. Tn brief, the linesrrrOur Souls have sight of that

6lvirgi1 rhe Aeneíd VI. u'*rrt, t. 63.
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ímmortal sea / Wtrictr brought us hither, I Can in a moment travel

thitherril are another symbolíc description of those rrspots in time'l

when the poet knew the eternal Truth and felt as one with it.

It seems very clear in this 'rlmmortality Odeil that Wordsworth

associated therrmighty \,^raterstr of the sea rvith his concept of rrTruthrrr

and though some of the other quotations selected to support this con-

tention may exhibit the metaphoric relationship between the sea and

the eternal Truth more obliquely, if one examines all these sea images

within the total context of Lrlordsworthrs poetry, for his poems are not

isolated from each other but closely interrelated, and indeed dependent

on one another, this assertion seems justified.

Several thoughts have been suggested in thís chapter which

require further expansion, one of them that inland \,üaLers represented

for the poet a life 'rin tune'r with eternal harmony. It seems approp-

riate therefore, to leave the t'dangerous" sea and move into a discussion

of these trsaferrr inland \,^Iaters where Iniordsworth felt so much happiness,

and which are so important in his poetry.



CTIAPTER I]]

INLAND I^iATERS

Brooks, rivulets, rivers and streams, rnTaters withIta s\,zeet

1

inland murmurrrr- are consistently associated by lalordsworth with renewal

of youth, calm, ioy, clarity of visíon and a life in tune wíth nature.

Rivers and streams are also used on occasion to convey more intellec-

tual ideas about imagination, liberty and the process of life or Ëime.

These inland runníng \daters are probably the mosL conmon \^rater

images in Inlordsworth. Two sonnet sequences are based on rivers, one

real and one symbolic, and it has been mentioned that a river or stream

is the dominant image in The Prelude. fn addition, trnlordsworth was not

only drawn to rivers for his metaphors, he responded to actual rivers

with great affectíon.

The poet's love of rivers commenced in hís early childhood. The

Derwent was his earliest contact with nature and a delightful playnrate

as wel1. Rivers gave him joy when he was a child and conËinued to do

so when he became a man. In his poetry he used syrnbolic rivers as

metaphors for important ideas like the eternal flow of life, as surro-

gates for all of Nature and to represent the development of imagínation,

man's highest faculty; and real rivers inspired some of his greatest

poetry. Tndeed, he seems to get pleasure even from their very names

for they echo throughout his work--Thames, Derwent, Rhine, Rhone, Loire,

Duddon, Ni1e.

l"rrnaurn Abbeyr'r 1. 4
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Modern psychology holds that one's early impressions leave an

imprint on oners mind that affects all future emotional and intellec-

tual development: and psychological ínterpretatÍons of literature do

have some validity. rt does seem safe to suggest that l,rtordsworthrs

extremely frequent and all-ínclusive use of rivers in the metaphors

of his poetry stems partly from his early love of the Derwent and his

strong belief that the river \^ras a powerful agent in his early response

to nature. As he says in Book One of The Prelude, after examining his

failure to write the I'philosophic song / of Truth that cherishes our
?

da i1y 1if e;'r -

- Was it for thís
That one, the fairest of all Rivers, lovrd
To blend his murmurs with my Nurse's song,
And from his alder shades and rocky falls,
And from his fords and shallows, sen,Ë a voice
That flow'd along my dreams? For this, didst Thou,
O Derwentl travelling over the green Plains
Near my rsr¿eet Birthplacerr didst thou, beauteous Stream,
Make ceaseless musíc through the night and day
I¡/hich with its steady cadence, tempering
Our human waywardness, compostd *y thoughts
To more than infant softness, giving me,
Among the fretful dwellings of mankind,
A foretaste, a dim earnest, of the calm
That Nature breathes among the hills and groves.
tr^/hen, having lef t his Mountains, to the Towers
Of Cockermouth that beauteous River came,
Behind my Fatherrs House he pass'd, close by,
Along the margin of our Terrace l^/a1k.
He was a Playmate whom we dearly lov'd.

( 11 . 27 r-90 .)

It is not surprising that the poet who r,{rote these lines was drawn to

rívers for one of his most frequent and far-reachÍng symbols]

In Lvrical Ba11ads, the poems about love and suffering which

'". 23L.
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were mentioned ín the preceding chapter for their metaphorical use of

the sea as a place of danger and disorÍentation, often have inland

waters as a place of haven and joy juxtaposed against the sea. The

'rFemale Vagrant'r gre\^/ up by Derwentrs side'r3 ltit u the poet) and her

father gained part of his livelihood from fishing in the river. The

disaster to their lives when he lost these fishing rights, when nhís

líttle range of water was deniedr"4 was the fírst step in the VagranL's

downward path to unhappiness. The social criticism implied in thís

event, for the family was driven off its fields and waters by one of

the great landor^mers, becomes an aff irmation of the humble English

country way of 1ife, a life in harmony with nature.

ttRuth" was lured from her home by a foreign strangerts wiles

in her moments of sanity during the madness afflicting her after

betrayal, she imagined in her ce11

orå å, :,":å: i:;;i"î';l,il""'"1 
kne11

( 11 . 179-80 . )

Inlordsr¿orth is obviously implying a link between sanity and a wholesome

lÍfe in nature. And whenttRuthrr gets out of her prison, recovered

enough to live on the edge of reality at last,

Among the fields she breathrd again:
The master current of her brain
Ran permanent and free,
And to the pleasanË Banks of Tone
She took her way, to dwe1l alone
Under the greenwood tree.

( r1 . r87 -92 .)

The Tone is a river near the Quantock Hil1s where the poet had lived

and

his

a,L L'L. 51.
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and no doubt ít was associated in his mind with pleasant experiences

as rivers always seem to be in Wordsworth.

In I'Goody Blake and Harry Gillr" the running brooks are f.rozen

over and represent the reverse of tr^Iordsworthts usual association, for

Goody Blake is being denied life. She is surrounded by destructive

physícal and emotional cold, and the frozen streams, fettered by íce,

syrnbo l ize this .

The supernatural atmosphere of the bower in 'rNuttingtt before

the poet desecrates it, is suggested by 'rfairy water-breaks" which

rrmurmur on forever."5 "It Inlas an April Morningr" the first piece in

trPoems on the Naming of Placesrr contains a clear example of the poetrs

vision of sma1l moving streams as symbols of the endless joyous life

that is in nature. The rivulet in this poem runs with "a young mants

67
speedt'- and the "glad soundr'' of the brook in concert with other noises

of nature seemed to Lrïordsworth ilthe voice of common pleasure"B or

ó,'";*:'li.*i,'r'l:.i:î:? rhe air
That could not cease to be.

( 11 . 28-9 .)

Still other examples of this image pattern can be discerned by

the examination of more poems. In "Three Years she grew in sun and

showerr" the girl (Lucy) is directed by Nature to

. lean her ear
Tn many a secreL place
trrlhere rivulets dance their wayward round,
And beauty born of murmuring sound
Sha1l pass into her face.

( 11 . 26-30 .)

6
L

5"t. lz-ss 7".23. 8". 
25
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Another girl of Lyrical Ballads rrPoor Susanr" dreams of

childhood home and trthe strea*"9 is one of the memories

that delights her in captivity.

her pastoral

from her youÈh

Thís happy association with running \^raters ís not dimínished in

the 1807 poems; when for instance'rT-ouisa" describes the girl of the

title as one who is

. ruddy,
And down the
Like rivulets

fleet, and strong;
rocks can leap along,
in May

(11. 4-6.)

And in a more important 1807 work, rrTmmortality Oder" Wordsworth linked

small running \¡raters very directly with renewal of life as he says in

the last stanzas when he is reaffirming that rrThough nothing can bring

back the hour / Of splendour in the grass, of glory in the flowerr"lo

something of that "primal sympathyr'11 "til1 remains and

I love the Brooks whích down their channels fret,
Even more than when I Erípp'd as lightly as they;
The innocent brÍghtness of a new-born Day

Is lovely yet.
(11. les-98. )

"To H.C., Six Years O1dr" a poem tr^iordsworth wrote about Hartley

Coleridge in 1802 and published in the 1807 volumes, interweaves tT^7o

of the major themes conveyed by rivers and streams in i¡Iordsworthrs

poetry. These are the passage of time, and youthful purity in tune

with nature. Hartley, Colerídgers litt1e son, r¡/as a great favourite

of Wordsworth and indeed the poet had him buried near the plot which

rnTas to be his own grave.

ttr. 
184.

o'L. 25. 10". 
15
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wordsworth's pleasure in the little boy, and Lhe poet.'s central

belief that childhood is the time when rve see most clearly the essen-

tials of exístence, as well as his idea that life resembles a flowing

stream, can be found in these lines addressed to Hartley:

Thou Faery Voyagerl that dost float
In such clear v/ater, that thy Boat
May rather seem
To brood on air than on earthly stream;
Suspended in a stream as clear as sky,
inlhere earth and heaven do make one imagery.

(11. s-10.)

Wordsworth frequently used this metaphor of a stream or river to

describe the progression, growth and evolution of various aspects of

existence. The development of his imaginatíon is traced through the

image of a stream in The Prelude. where the metaphor is used to symbol-

íze both the origi""r, "";ocess and the poetrs reconstruction

of it in the poem; British liberty is called a stream in a sonnet of
1t

the 1807 poems*- and there are numerous other significant instances

when a river or stream is used to convey some important belief of

hiordsworth. The flow of a stream or ríver is the most all-encompassing

metaphor in Wordsworth, as well as the most frequent.

In several well known and beautiful sonnets of 1807, rivers are

the central image. "To the River Duddonr" paints an ímaginative pic-

ture of the wild and magnificent setting of the river. This poem \,ras

later included in the sonnet serÍes about the Duddon, an instance of

trrlordsworth linking a whole series of poems by the image of a real

river. Another series, "The EcclesiasËica1 Sonnetsrr traces the

t'"r" is not to be thought of that the Flood."
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developlnent of the Anglican Church in Britain and the sonnets are

connected by the s}'rnbolic ímage of a 'rHoly River."

The Thames, which 'tglideth at his own sweet will'rt' ," the

f inal and climactic image in Inlords\^zorth's description of London as

one of 'rNaEure's ornTn grand speclacle""14 in the 1807 sonnet, "Composed

Upon trnlestmínster Bridge, Sept. 3, 1803.rr The line about the river

brings mants creatíon and Naturets into a uníon; they share in the

same life in this reaffirmation of Wordsworthrs belief in the ultimate

unity of all existence.

This sense of running waters as a manifestation of the eternal

renewal of joy and life in nature is not unique t.o tr^Iordsworth. The

first philosophers of trrlestern thought held that r.^rater was the essence

of reality and neo-Platonism uses the image of a 'rriver of liferr as a

major symbolic expression of its ideas . Wordsviorthrs beliefs have

earlier been described as rrpersonal Platonismril but a more appropriate

description might be a I'personal neo-Platonism.rt For Wordsworthrs

"Platonismrrr like that of Plotínus, is overlaid with a kind of mysti-

cism, that is, the knowledge of the rrTruËhrr in his thought is not

amenable to strict 1ogíc but ís partly based on intuition. The resem-

blance between l,rlordsworth's symbolic expression of his beliefs and

that of PloLinus is even more striking ín their use of fountains to

t3"ao*Oo"ed 
Upon l.rlestminster Bridgerrr l. L2.

l4Do.othyts journal entry about their departure for France from
i,rlestminster Bridge on the morning Inlordsworth was likely
wriËe the poem, describes the cíËy as having rrsomething
of one of Naturers grand spectacles.'r Colette Clark, ed

inspired to
like the purity
., Home at

Grasmere (Harmondsworth: Pelican Books , L960) , p. 299 .
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convey the concept of that endless creative life force in which all

existence has a part, a pattern of trnJordsworthts imagery to be discussed

in a later chapter.

But, even though l^Iordsworth shares his symbols with other poets

and philosophers, few who saw running \^later as the representation of

joy and renewal of life have expressed it with such clarity and such

great delight.

Because of l,riordswortht s enjoyment

an actual river sometimes stimulated him

runníng vTater the sight of

spontaneous poetic composi-

of

to

tion. A walk along the cam, for instance, resulted in the 1798 "Lines

written near Richmond, upon the Thames, at Eveningr" later divíded into

t\,üo poems with the third, fourth and f íf th stanzas named 'rRemembrance

of collins.rt (The poet explained ín a note that in fact the cam, not

the Thames, r¡/as the source of his inspiration.) In this poem the imagery

is rather confused for the river image has to convey too many ídeas,

which is perhaps why Coleridge recommended it be divíded. But one can

see clearly how intensely trnlordsworth was stimulated by rivers and how

many themes they suggested to him, for the ríver in his poem is a

symbol of lífe's passage, of the poetrs ovrn life, and of poetry and

poetic inspiration.

The most important poem inspired by an actual river was I'Lines

written a few miles above Tintern Abbeyr" significantly placed last in

the 1798 Lyrical Ballads and indeed appropriately placed, for rrTintern

Abbey" ¡vas the precursor of inlordsworthrs major work of the next decade,

The Prelude. ttTintern Abbeytt rras a spontaneous composition, the only

1798 piece in blank verse, inspired by tr^Iordsworthts return to the banks
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of the wye during a walking tour with hís sister Dorothy. He actually

composed it while walking but did not write it. down until he returned

to Bristol at the end of the journey and this story of its compositÍon

is indicative of the intense emotion rivers generated in the po"t.15

The tr^iye in I'Tíntern Abbey" becomes a symbol for Nature and for

the flow and continuity of human experience, since üIordsworth believed

deeply that life is like a river. He thought man's experiences formed

a continuous stream in the sense that "The Child is father of the Man"

as he later expressed it in 'rThe Rainbow."

"Tintern Abbeyil opens with lines which ímmediately relate the

passing of five years in the poetrs lífe to the course of the river:

Five years have passed; five strrmners, with the length
Of five long wintersl and again I hear
These \¡/aters, ro1líng from their mountain-springs
With a s\.,reet inland murmur.

(11. 1-4.)

Using the I^Iye as the background symbol for all of Nature, as

well as for the passage of his 1ife, tr{ordsworth traces in the poem his

growth through the influence of nature and by conLact with the rrstill,

sad music of humanityr"L6 until he reached a complete recognition of

one reality, of Truth. This knowledge trniordsworth ca1ls

. a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
i,Ihose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean, and the livíng air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man,
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinkíng things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.

(11. 96-103.)

15"Notu" to the poemsrt' ryigf Ballads,
L6". gz.

ed. Brett and Jones, p.290.
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These lines provide one of the best summaries anlrwhere of i^Iordsworthrs

beliefs. They are not precise--the syntax has been analysed and found

vTanting by william Empson in seven Types of AmbiguityrT --bu, r think

they are as clear an expression of that almost inexpressible knowledge

as trrlordsworth ever makes. The last line of this passage rather recalls

the "rolling" waters of the poemts opening and it is no accident that

the poet who found in trmotionil the right word to express the quintessence

of his conception of reality recurrently uses movÍng l{ater as in the

sea, streams and rivers or fountains, as a symbol to communicate the

various aspects of that conception. The most important qualíty of

T,,rater as a symbol for I{ordsworth was its endless motion. He employs

moving r¿ater to express that ultimate unity which appears in so many

\^rays as truth, eternal existence, a moral order; and in contrast, still

Illater to symbolíze the negation of these qualíties. When trriordsworth

wanted a symbol for the enduring creative force that is part of ulti-

mate reaLity, he chose a fountain; for the po\.{er of harmony and joy

gained by a life lived under the moral order implicít in that reality,

he chose brooks and streams; and for the development of man's life and

his imagination whích Ís both a part of that reality and recogni.zant

of its existence, a river or stream.

Tt is characteristic of wordsworth that in 'Tintern Abbeyr"

relating the story of his inner life and what his experiences ín nature

have meant in enabling him to

17-_. -. .iiilliam Empson, Seven
Books Inc., L965) , p. I74.

Types of Ambiguity (New York: Octagon
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. become a living soul;
I^Ihi1e with an eye made quiet by the porder
0f harmony, and the deep power of joy
We see into the lífe of things.

(rr. 46-49.)

he should apostrophize the River üIye thus:

How ofL, in spirit, have f turned to thee
O Sylvan Ialye,l Thou wanderer through the woods,
How often has my spírit turned to theel

(11. s6-s8.)

!'Iordsworthts affection for rivers appears over and over in hís

work. At the openíng of The Prelude, his question, rrwhat sweet stream

shall with its murmur 1u11 me to my restrrlS hu" alread.y been quoted.

At Cambridge he missed intensely those rrdelícious rivers't19 of his

home, and complaining about his studies Lhere, for he felt they were

too narroT¡z, trnlord\n/orth says he

could have wishtd
The river to have had an ampler range
And freer Pace' 

(rrr, 11. 5og-10.)

This use of rivers as slzmbols for the passage of his life is recurrent.

In the story of his return home for a vacation this particular vision

of his life as a river of flowing \^zater appears in a slightly humorous

metaphor about an enclosed brook which the poet compared to his own

containment at Cambridge, describing the brook as

. that unruly child of mountain birth
The froward Brook, which soon as he was boxtd
Withín our Garden, found himself at once,
As if by trick insidious and unkind,
Stripp'd of his voice, and left to dimple down

tur, 11. r3-L4. 19rtr, 1. 361
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I^Iithout an effort and without a wi11,
A channel paved by the hand of man.

(rv, 11. 39-45.)

Again, the experiences of the trek through the Alps were

. but a stream
That flow'd into a kindred stream, a gale
That help'd me forwards, did adminster
To grandeur and to tenderness, to the one
Directly, but to tender thoughts by means
Less often instantaneous in effect;
Conducted me to these along a path
trrihich in the main was more circuitous.

(vr, 11. 673-79 .)

It has alteady been mentioned that these metaphors of rívers as

symbols for Inlordsworthrs life \.{ere appropriately extended by the poet

to include The Prelude itself for it was, after all, a description of

his life, especially his inner life.

fn the story of his residence in London, wordsworth opened the

book by saying of The Prelude in lines ful1 of \,{ater imagery:

fitu y"ura rr. "."r"hrd since I first pour,d out
Saluted by that animating breeze
i^IhÍch met me issuing from the City's I^Ialls,
A glad preamble to this Verse: I sang
Aloud, in Dythrambic fervour, deep
But short-livtd uproar, like a Lorrent sent
Out of the bor¿els of a bursting cloud
Dorrn Scafel1, or Blencathrars rugged sides
A waterspout from Heaven. But ttwas not long
Ere the interrupted stream broke forth once more,
And flowtd awhile in strength, then stopp'd for years;
Not heard again until a little space
Before last primrose time.

(vrr, 11 . 1- 13 . )

And Book Nine, about the poet's residence in France, has a

similar openÍng which again likens The Prelude to a river, and íncí-

dentally contains an image which pits the idea of the sea against

saf er inland r,,raËers .
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As of tentimes a River, it rnight seem,
YÍelding in part to old remembrances,
Part swaytd by fear to tread on onward road
That leads direct to the devouring sea
Turns, and will measure back his course, far back,
Towards the very regíons which he crossrd
Tn his first outset; so have we long time
Made motions retrograde, in like pursuit
Detainr d.

(11. 1-e.)

Further enlarging the river image in The prelude, i¡/ordsworth

made it the symbol for the development of his imagination, again

appropriately, for the poem is in essence the story of the making of

a poet and the imagination is, after all, a poet's most important

faculty. The experiences of wordsworthts life and the gro\^rth of his

imagination are intermingled, reinforcing and expanding each other,

so Ít rdas correct that he should use the same symbol for his lifc

the development of his imagination and for the story about them.

In/ordsworrh described symbolically the development of his
rrlmaginationr'r which he said

. in truth
Is but another name for absolute strength
And clearest insight, amplitude of mind,
And reason in her most exalted mood.
This faculty hath long been the moving soul
Of our long labour: we have traced the stream
From darkness, and the very place of birth
fn its blind cavern, whence is faíntly heard
The sound of \.ùaters; follow'd ít to líght
And open day, accompanied its course
Among the ways of Nature, afterwards
Lost sight of it bewilderrd and engulphtd,
Then given ít greeting, as it rose once more
With strength, reflecting in its solemn breast
The works of man and face of human life,
And lastly, from its progress have we drawn
This feeling of life endless, the great thought
By which we live, Infinity and God.

(xrr, 11 . 167 -84 .)
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These lines give, in essence, the same thought as "Tintern

Abbey" and the whole of The Prelude. trniordsworth grew to know the

'rgreat thought by which we liverr first through Nature and then after

overcoming his personal inner turmoils, through the trworks of man and

face of human liferrtor therrstÍll, sad music of humanity.t' That he

should choose a stream as the symbol of this process is significant

for this thesis because ít emphasizes the assertion that Inlordsworth

turned to r¡/ater imagery for the expression of his most profound

beliefs. His idea of 1ífe and experience as a unified moving whole

is clearly expressed in this passage and a1so, another aspect of the

\,iater image patterns which is to be discussed more completely later,

Lrlordsworthts recognition of the "voicet'of Infinity in the sound of

runníng r^/ater. This is obviously implied in the lines rvhich make the

'rfaintly heardrr"sound of waters" a sSrmbol of the goal towards which

his imagination is moving.

The picture in the above lines of the stream of imagination

flowing from darkness Ín a rrblind cavern" to the light of open day is

rather reminiscent of the Hermit in rrTintern Abbeyrr sitting by the

fire in hi" "u.r".20 Wordsworth remarked after the reference to the

Hermit that the 'rbeauteous formsrr of the landscape had not been to

him during his absence as "to a b1índ man's eye.'r2l ("To see" is the

primary action verb in trIordsworthrs poetry as Josephine Mi1es22 poirrt"

'0"r. 22-23 .

22
Josephine Miles,

(New York: Octagon Books

""t. 25-26

lnlordsworth and the Vocabulary of
r"" --1965¡j. n+. -

Emotion
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out and trnlordsworth continually asserts that the goal of imagination

is to "see into the life of things ."23) This idea of moving from

darkness in a cave out into daylight where trrealityil can be seen very

much resembles Plator s Myth of the Cuu" .24

Unquestionably, this "Platonic" image Ís present in the lines

quoËed from The Prelude and it seems to be implied by the images in

"Tintern Abbey.tt 0f course, one can question whether any direct

reference to Plators Myth was intended, but whether direct or not,

the símilarity is such that it does reinforce the suggestion that

Inlordsworthts thought is most accurately described as "P1atonic."

One other contention of this thesis is supported by the PreJ-ude

stream image as we11, for the underlying emphasis there is on the

movement of the sLream from darkness to lÍght, from ignorance to know-

Ledge or blindness to sight.

WordsworLh likened great things to rivers and streams. They

gave him his earlíest pleasure in nature and led him to the knowledge

of that "brooding Soul'r of the universe. He constantly remembered his

experiences with them, sought them out wherever he lived and turned

to them to express his most ímportant ideas. More than any other

single aspect of nature, inland running \^Taters represented to him that

joyous unity in creation vrhich imagination seeks and which is divine.

These waters may appear in his poems as simple images related to the

lives of humble country people, as synbols of truth and liberty or as

representative of the process of existence in its finest aspects. But

all these images, simple or profound in meaning, are ultimately

23"Tirrt.rn Abbeyrt' l.49 4Pluto Republic, Vrr, 5t4.
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symbolic expressions of Wordsworthrs idea of the truth that lÍes in

nature and in the mínd of man. That truth may be found in the life of

a humble peasant who lives under naLurers laws by I'Derwentrs sid"";25

it may be found in a revolutionary Frenchman, 'ra Spirit thorcughly

faithful to itself, / Unquenchable, unsleeping, undismay'd, . a

stream I that gather'd ,tp each petty slraggling ri11 / An¿ vein of
t6

water'r; or it may be in the mind of the poet himself--"the river of
n1

my mindrt'-' but trnlordsworth unfailingly turned to rivers t.o express

his deepest and most personal conception of the truth abouË the life

of man.

As Iniordsworth saw clearly a symbol of life's passage in the

flow of a river, he found with equal certainty the expression of other

aspects of infinite reality in other forms of moving \.vater. ft has

been mentioned prevíous1y that fountains are equated with the creative

urge in existence and still water with Ëhe negation of that creative

force. These forms of water, along with the waterfalls r¿here the poet

often heard the voice of the eternal spirit, suggest further patterns

of imagery of sufficient importance to demand attention, and to these

this examination nor,r turns .

'5"rn" Female vagrantrrrl. 1.

'urnu E=þd", x, 11 . 148-52 .

27 tbrd., fr, 1. 2L4.



CHAPTER IV

FOUNTA]NS, WATERFALLS AND STILL WATER

Fountains in Wordsworthrs poetry are associated in almost all

cases where they are used metaphorically with the life force of nature

in its various aspects. In t'[riritten in Marchrrr an 1807 poem which

resembles a Middle English popular song, LrÏordsr¡orth was celebrating

the arrival of spring and he said

There's joy in the mountains;
There's lífe in the fountains;

(11. L9-20.)

"Therets life in the fountainsrt is a very accurate sunrnation of

the syn,bolic meaníng Wordsworth most conrnonly attributed to fountains.

fndeed the two lines are a good summary of what Wordsr¿orth found in

nature: life and joy.

"A Complaintr'r r¡/ritten in 1807 because of the "change in the

manner of a friendrrrl probably Colerídge, compares the friend's love

when it rras most intense to a fountaín, and in its slackening to a

stil1 we11, sleepíng "in silence and obscurity."2 The poem begins:

There is a change--and I am poor;
Your Love hath been, nor long ago,
A Fountain at my fond Heartrs door,
Whose only busíness was to flow;

(11. L-4.)

and goes on to say:

ltrïord"rorth in the
Two Volumes, ed. by Helen
Press , 1952), p. 439.

Fenwick Notes, quoted
Darbishire (Oxford:

in rrNotesrtt @t
Oxford University

2". L6.

IN
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Now, for this consecrated Fount
Of murmuring, sparkling, living love,
I^Ihat have I? shal1 I dare to tell?
A comf ortless and hídden I^IELL.

(11. 9-L2.)

The phrase "this consecrated fountrt with its suggestion of a religious

motif is indicative of the depth of Inlordsworth's belief in love as

part of man's participation in the divine and as an important element

in that universal creative life force. He said of love in The Prelude

. for here
Do we begin and end, all grandeur comes,
All truth and beauty, from pervading love,
That gone, r^/e are as dust.

(xrrr, 11. 149-52.)

In later lines of the same passage iniordsworth portrayed earthly love

in all forms as a lesser aspect of arthigher love'r which is part of the

universal soul and

. comes into the heart
Inlith awe and a diffusive sentiment;
Thy love is human merely; this proceeds
More from the brooding Soul, and is divine.
This love more intellectual cannot be
üIíthout Imagination,

(11. 162-67.)

These lines very clearly present love as the last, best quality of

that I'brooding Sou1r" but without any definite traditional Christian

implication. ft is quite strikíng that despite all the water imagery

in these poems from 1798 to 1807, there ís almosl never any definite

religious symbolism as one rnight expect. In Wordsworthrs lat.er revi-

sions of some of his early poems he gave them a more Christian quality

as he became more orthodox in hís beliefs, but in the early works as

they were first composed there is líttle or no implication of tradi-

tional relígious s¡rmbolism in the i¡iater imagery
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I,rlordsworth saw in the best aspects of existence a vital flow

or motion, known by man as love and joy, which was a part of that

great, eternally regenerating 'rTruLh.r' rn the lines quoted previously

from 'rTintern Abbey,rt l^Iordsworth said that in manrs moments of ulti-

mate knowledge

ó,' n å,{å,TT,' ;" ;' ;ni" Í : 
"o*; 

il 
" 
:'. ; ^ ; 

" 
;:' "'

i^Ie see into the lif e of things.
(Lr . 47 _e .)

There is a close relationshíp in wordsworthts vision of existence

between love and joy and rtlife" in the sense of that. immortal creative

force which flows througl-r all things, and one of his favourite images

to express this vísion at its most innocent and pure is the fountain.

Fountaíns as a concrete expression of the essence of lifets

force appear in quite simple metaphors in some of the 1800 Lyrícal

Ballads. The most obvious of the metaphors is in'The Brothersrrr the

poem mentioned in Chapter One, about two brothers, one of whom has

died during the other's absence at sea. This tale includes the

symbolic story of two hillside fountains, one of which disappeared

due to some natural phenomenon. The fountains are referred to ín the

work as rrbrother fountains"3 and the Pastor vrho relates the story to

the surviving human brother says that the vanished fountain is "dead
L

and gone.rr' This is rather strange language in which to describe the

submergence of a stream of vsater, but it certainly leaves no doubt as

to the signíficance the poet intended to give the fountains, or his

association of a f lowing f ountain i^/ith life.

L.,L. 
L45

3r. L44.
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fn several of the I'Mathewrr poems from the 1800 Lyrical Ballads

fountaíns are used to suggest that endless life force which supersedes

transitory individual exístence. One of these poems is actually

entitledtrThe Fountain.tr Mathew, the central figure, sees ín a fount-

ain the symbol of his youth and nature's endless 1ife, for he says,

even though he has grown old the fount,ain is the same as it was when

he was young and

tTwill murmur on a thousand years
And f low as nor^7 it f lows.

( 11 . 23-4 .)

Another Mathew poem, 'rThe Two April Morningsrtr again employs a fountain

to express the idea of 1ífe. To descríbe the 'rblooming" girl who

reminds him of his dead daughter, Mather¿ says,

No fountain from its rocky cave
Erer tripprd rvíth foot so free.

(11. 49-50.)

The very title of the poem suggests that unquenchable flow of life in

nature, and so do the trn/o conversants, an old man and a youth. Indivi-

dual "blooming't girls will fade away, but they will be replaced as

surely as spring will come each Apri1, as fountains will flow endlessly

from rocky caves.

In'rHart Leap trrle1lrrr a poem written at the same time asrrThe

Brothers" and one of the few romances in Inlordsr¿orthts canon, a fountain

is again a symbol of the lífe force which supersedes the individual and

washes away mants transitory interferences with that great creative

urge in nature. The unfortunate hart, a symbol of pure nature and of

the wrongs committed by those who are ttouË of tuneil wíth Nature, is

driven to his death beside a fountain where the poet sugge-sLs the
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r'\n/ater was perhaps the fírst he drank / tr^Ihen he had wander,d from his
mother's side.',5

There is gríef in Nature for this senseless kílling and even

the fountain sends forth 'rdolorous groansr,,6 fo,

His death r,üas mourned by syinpathy divine.
The Being, that is in the clãuds and air,That is in the green leaves among the gráves,
Maíntains a deep and reverential care
For them the quíet creatures whom he loves.

( 11 . t64- 68 .)
But the poem's asserËion is that eventually Life wirl triumph and

Nature "sha11 here put on her beauty and her bloom.,,7 Once agaÍn in
this poem, trrlordsworth brought together in a symbol of a fountain the
infínite love and endless creative force in which a1r existence

shares .

This belief Ín nthe intimation of a mílder day /Wnicn \.{as to
b", the fairer world than thisr',8 that became so critical a tenet of
trrlordsworthts creed and was at its most profound a metaphysical sense

of an immortal creative unÍty in exístence and at íts most shallow a

crude anthropomorphism, grew gradually more important in trrlordsworthrs

poetry throughout hís great decade. rt is almost entirery absent in
Lyríca1 Ballads of 7798, except inrrTintern Abbeyr,rand rather obliquely
in'rlnle Are Sevenr'r but it appears very frequently in the poetry of the

1800 Lyrical Ballads.

5r.t. ßr-52. 6t. L36. 7". r72
õ
MSS. A and B of rrThe Recluserrr quoted in rrNoLesr,r The poeticaloI I'fÍlliam Lrrordsworth ff ed. by nrnest de selincourt (oxford:University press , L952), p. 575.

irlorks
Oxford
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In fact, all the fountain symbolism quoted from Lyrical Ballads

is of poems in the 1800 edition. As mentioned in the Introductory

Chapter, inlordsworth was very much concerned \^rith death in the 1800

poems and perhaps his growing belief in an immortal creative unity

r¡ras an attempt to relieve that gloomy obsession wíth mortality.

The two quotations from the Poems In Two Volumes of 1807 (ttA

Complaintrr and rrlnlritten in Marchtt) present fountains as s¡zmbols of

life quite differently from the poems of Lyrical Ballads for neither

has the idea of death directly juxtaposed to the vision of life. The

earlier concern with mortalíty, and conversely, a recognition of

naturers essential immortaLtiuy, may have been stimulated by the miser-

able cold winter Inlordsworth spenË in Germany where he wrote many of

the 1800 poems.

It has already been mentioned that there is a striking resem-

blance between lnlordsr¡orth's use of fountains to symbolize eternal life

and Plotinusr use of the same symbol in his rel-nterpretation of P1ato.

The fountain is seen in neo-Platonism as a symbol of the Creator,

an overflowing of reality, and this overflowing fountain gives rise to

everything that is. The neo-Platonic river of life (and this has

already been discussed as a major recurrent image in l^Iordsworth) is

really an overflow of the fountain, which manifests itself in many

forms. But., to paraphrase llordsworth, they are all types and syn,bols

of the same eterníty or the I'onelr in neo-Platonism.

Plotínust ol.nzn words (ín translation, of course) describing this

rronerr or therrundivÍded source of all liferrare as follows:
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i^lhat then ís the One? Ir is the possibility of all
things: without whose existence all would be non-
existent, and the Intelligence also non-existent,
which ís the primal and all-embracing Life. That
which is above Life must be Lifets cause; for the
actuality of Life, that is, the universe of things,
is not original, but is itself poured out as from a
sprÍng. Conceive a spring having no alien source;
giving itself to all rivers that have gone out from
it journeying awhile together in one flood before
they run their several coursesr yet each as it were
already conscious in what place its own r¡raters shall
find issue.9

ItSpringil in the original Greek may also be translated "fount-

ainrrr and in another translation, Plotinust further remarks about the

rrOnett appear thus:

. the soul beholds the fountain of life, the
fountain of intellect, the principle of beíng, the
cause of good, and the root of soul. And these are
not poured forth from this fountain, so as to produce
any diminution For r¡/e are not cut off from the
fountaín, nor are \¡re separated from it.l0

The reader is reminded of these neo-Platonic images by a pass-

age in Book Two of The Pre lude Wordsworth is there díscussing the

change in his attitude to nature for she had been

hood pleasures, but gradually he came to seek her

secondary in his boy-

Itf or her olnTn sake.lt

address ed,The poet asks Coleridge, to whom The Prelude was

Who knows the individual hour in which
His habits rvere f irst so\.ün, even as a seed,
i^iho that shall point, as with a wand, and say,
'This portion of the river of my mind
Came from yon fountain?'

(r1. 2r7-Ls.)

9rlorrrrrr" Select Fassages fllustrating Neoplatonism, trans.
E. R. Dodds (London: The Macmillan Co., 1923), p. 54.

lOPlotirrrrs Select tr^Iorks of Plotinus, trans. by Thomas Taylor
(London: e . eef f;nd-Tr"" Lrd- fgll), p. :fO.

by
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These ímages of the rÍver as a symbol for the development of the mind

and a fountain as its source carry a strong suggestion of Plotinust

words. Again, one cannot say definitely that there ís any direct neo-

Platonic influence on i¡Iordsworth though one can assume he knew the

philosopher from his Cambrídge education, through Coleridge, his own

extensive reading, and even from Michelangelo, some of whose sonnets

I,,lordsworth translated, for the great Florentine \das profoundly affected

by neo-Platonism, even reproducing some of its symbols in his architec-

ture. If there is no direct influence, there is sti1l a dístinct

re€emblance, not only in the idea of the 'rOnet' which is the source of

all existence and rolls through all thinking thíngs, all objects of all

thought, buË in the imagery used to express this conception. trrihen

Plotinus states that the 'tReal'r is not an abstract uniformity but an

organic 1ife, one is reminded that trn/ordsworthrs creed \^ras not abstract,

but a sustained aEtitude to 1ife, founded on deep conviction. And when

Plotinus says: rrin the Real there is no poverty or incapacíty: all

things there are filled with life and surge \,lith 1ife. The stream of

their Being is from one fountainhead;"ll ot" is reminded of the very

imagery l^lordsworth used to express his belíef s .

As the force of the fountain is a symbol in Wordsworthrs poetry

for the strength of the eternal creative po\¡/er including the love and

joy which are implicit in it, so in the poetry the sound of rushing

\¡rater, especially in waterfalls (fountains in reverse, so to speak)

very often become the voice of the great Spirit for Wordsworth.

llrloarrrrrs select Passages, trans. Dodds, p 45
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In the tr¡7o passages of The Prelude where Inlordsworth related

with the most intense emotion his supreme moments of imaginative ar,üare-

ness, and in the rtlmmortality Oder" another poem in r¿hich trrlord'srvorth

expressed some of his most imporËant thoughts about man's relationship

to the Ínfinite, waterfalls speak of that infiníËy. The poet said in

the famous Simplon Pass lines;

The immeasurable height
Of woods decaying, never to be decay'd,
The stationary blasts of water-fa1ls,
And everywhere along the ho1low rent,
Winds Lhwarting winds, bewildertd and forlorn,
The torrents shooting from the clear blue sky,
The rocks that muttertd close upon our ears
As if a voice were in them, the sick sight
And giddy prospect of the raving stream,
That unfetter'd clouds, and region of the Heavens,
Tumult and peace, the darkness and the light
trnlere all like the workings of one mind, the features
0f the same face, blossoms upon one tree,
Characters of the great Apocalypse,
The types and sSzmbols of Eternity,
Of first and 1ast, and midst, and without end.

(Vr, 11 . 55 6-7 2 .)

This well known passage, whÍch is a concise statement of that

I'Platonicil belief in unity so central to the understanding of tr{ordsworthrs

poetry, is dominated by waterfall imagery and the sound of that \,^zater.

The imagery in these lines, fu11 of the juxtaposition of opposites which

ultimately find their unity as they are part of rrone mindrrt speaks its

message of 'rfirst and 1ast, and midst, and without end'r through the

voice of rrstationary blasts of waterfallsr'r "torrents shootingrtr 'rblack

drizzting cragsr" and the rtraving stream.rr ilearíng was the primary

sense through which the poet in this experience reached that mystical

a!üareness of the infinity and unity of creation, the idea that is always

at the core of his greatest poeLry whether he describes it-as the rrtypes
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and symbols of Eternity'r or more hurnbly as a 'rspirit in the wood.s.,,12

This uníty, this 'rOnerrr to borrow from Plotinus, is the basic prin-

ciple of inlordsworthrs belief . As one criËic says about another passage

of The Prelude taken from the story of Lriordsworthrs climb up Mount
11

Snowdonr--quoted in Chapter Two, describing that mystíca1 recognition

of Truth and also dominated by water imagery:

tr^Ie have in that one voice emergíng from the chasm,
which penetrate" to "artn, sea and sky, the
mysterious token and pledge of unity. Imagination
perceives and creates unity.14

In the lines this remark refers to, trnlordsworth agaín I'heard" the eternal

spirit Ín the 'rvoice of waters .'l

I,rlordsworthts great symbolic lament in the rrlmmortality Ode't

about the declining powers of his imagination also suggests that he

found in the voice of waterfalls some clear message of the 'ttypes and

symbols of Eternityrtt lor he stated

To me alone there came a thought of grief:
A timely utterance gave that thought relief,

And I again am strong.
The Cataracts blow their trumpets from the steep,
No more shall grief of mine the season \^/rong.

( 11 . 22-6 .)

The trumpet sound of the Cataracts (and the r¿ord 'trumpetr makes

the sound triumphant), ís a symbol of the voice of that infinite spirit

which the poet could only hear in new, less facile ways since he had

moved further from that, rrimmortal sea.tt But, the whole poem is an

12,,¡.l¡¿iorr,, r. 55

13"rrr, Lr. 54-65 .

1L-'Darbishire, The Poet WordsworLh, p. 119
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assertion that he could still hear Ít. Tt seems significant that in
declaring he was 'ragain strongrrt Lriordsworth should have chosen the

sound of waterfalls to symbolize that he could still attain that joy

and remember the 'rimperial palace'r whence all being comes.

fn addition to their use as symbols of the'rvoicer of eternal

unity, waterfalls, like the sea also suggest a second, quite simple

metaphoric pattern in wordsworth, especially in the poems of Lyrical

Ballads. AppropríateLy, they are used to suggest danger and distress.

In "The Pet Lambrrr a rather attractive didactic pastoral, some shepherd

boys allow their charge to be sr¡rept a\,vay into danger of drowning. "The

waterfall and the Eglantiner'r a rather glaring example of what Ruskin

objected to in his discussion of the pathetic fallacy, tells the story

of a thoughtless waterfall that overpowers a helpless eglantine. A

rather more successful poem, t'song for the laianderíng Je\,,lr, employs the

image of a waterfall which finally reaches a haven as a symbol of the

tormented life of the wanderer.

Though the torrents from their fountains
Pour down many a craggy steep,
Yet they find among the mountaíns
Resting places calm and deep.

(11. L_4.)

rt is not recondite or especially original to use a waterfall

to suggest danger or diffÍculty, but even though this particular

pattern of metaphors is not very original or complex it does seem

worËh noting as one more aspect of wordsworthts waLer imagery.

It has been indicated earlier that in contrast to the affirm-

ation of 1ife, love, joy, beauty and calm suggested to l^Iordsworth by
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moving \rater, standing r,'rater rüas connected in his thought with death,

lifelessness, loss and decay. Negation of the various aspects of the

eternal soul as portrayed by f lowing r,{ater, in other words.

One of the most important early examples of this association

can be found in "The Thornrt' that rather strange poem with its three

enigmatic main symbols, one of which is a pond. The poet r.,ras stímu-

lated to r¡/rite thís poem by the sight of a thorn one stormy day in the

Quantock Híl1s, and he wrote the poem wíth the aim of making the

thorn "permanently an ímpressive object."15 He added the hill of moss

and the pond to complete the stark natural setting which reinforces by

its bleak grandeur the story of love and suffering. The pond may be

the place where the abandoned r¡roman in her anguish killed her baby,

for,

Some say, if to the pond you go,
And fix on it a steady view,
The shadow of a babe you trace,
A baby and a baby's face,
And that it looks at you;
Inlhere'er you look on it, ttis plain
The baby looks at you again.

( 11 . 22s-3t .)

The poor mad mother sits beside the pond and

. when the little breezes make
The waters of the pond to shake,
As all the country know,
She shudders and you hear her cry
'0h miseryl oh miseryl'

( 11 . 2Os -09 .)

It is clear that the pond, r¡hích in the first version of the poem

provided some lighËer moments for critics because of l,rlordsworth's

15*"Moorman, trrlordsworth: The Early Years, p. 386.
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provision of its exact measurements--rr. . three feet 1ong, and two

f eet wide'r--is associated with death. And, f think trnlordsworth selected

a pond rather than a stream or brook because he had a consistent asso-

ciatíon of death with standing \^/ater.

In the poem about "Mathew'r which begins, ,,If Nature, for a

favorite Childr" Lhe dead Mathew, who hTas a character based on several

of trriordsworth's teachers and a paci<inan he knew as a child, is described

as I'silent as a standing pool ." 
16

A more complex r¡/ater image involving death can be found in The

Prelude ín the poet's tale of seeing beside arrcalm Lakerra heap of

clothes which he later found out belonged to a drowned man. The lines

describing the lake in this story are as follows:

. meanwhile the calm Lake
Grew dark, with all the shadows on its breast,
And, now and then, a físh up-leaping, snapp'd
The breathless stillness .

(v, rr. 463-66 .)

The key words in this passage, "darkr'r I'shadows'r and especially

rrbreathlessrr create an aura of death. By contrast Iniordsworth earlier

in The Prelude used the very word rrbreaLhingrt to suggest the life he

saw in nature. In Book One, when he had stolen another boyrs captive

bird, trrlordsworth heard tramong Èhe solitary hí11s I Low breathings

coming after mer"17 for the living spirit of Nature was affronted.

And in the same book he says specifically:

!^Iisdom and Spírit of the universel
Thou Soul that art the eternity of thoughtl
That givtst to forms and ímages a breath
And everlasting motionl

(11. 428_31.)
16r.22. t'"r. 

328-30.
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The assertion in this thesis that 'tmotiont is the most import-

ant quality of \,zater in trnlordsworthrs symbolism because he found in

the ídea of motion an adequate expression for his intuitive grasp of

the reality which pervades all existence, seems to be supported by

this quotation.

Another example of the association with stil1 water appears in

Book Six of The Prelude, as an incídent of l,riordsworth's walk through

the Alps \^/ith his Welsh friend, Robert Jones, during a Cambridge

vacation. The t\,/o travellers got lost and had to sit out a rather

frightening night in the woods by the edge of Lake como. I^iordsworth

dee.cribed the lake in these words:

ó"',,i, ll", " ä:i i",:ä'ï";:o:i"ii5nå.."
Lay bedded, changing oftenLimes its form
Like an uneasy snake.

(11. 63s-38.)

Perhaps this connection had some of íts origins in Wordsworthts

childhood. rn Book Eleven of The Prelude when he was relating early

visitings of imaginative povr'er which he afterwards recalled in tran-

quillity and translated into poetry, the first of these recollections

of early rrspots of timetrlS irrrrol.red seeing a murderer's name carved in

the sod beside the place of hís gibbet. As the young I,riordsworth turned

away from this foreboding place he
S AT,ü

A naked Pool that lay beneath rhe hills,
The Beacon on the summit, and more near,
A Girl who bore a Pitcher on her head
And seem'd with difficult steps to force her way
Against the blowing wind. It was, in truth,

t8r. 
258 .
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An ordinary síght; but I should need
Colours and words that are unknown to man
To paint the visionary dreariness
Lrlhich, while I lookts all round for my lost guide,
DÍd at that time invest the naked Pool
The Beacon on the 1one1y Eminence,
The L{oman, and her garments vexrd and tosstd
By the stormy wind.

(xr, 11. 303-16.)

Inlordsworth believed that poetry has its genesis in emotion

recollected in tranquillity, and especially, as Professor de Selincourt

says, emotion "from childhood when feeling is strongest."19 Perhaps

the relationship between standing r^rater and death in some vTay stems

partly from this experience of the poetrs childhood, for tr{ordsworth

called his childhood memories a rrfountain" of emotion, to which he

'roften would repair and thence would drink ."20

One major poem in the 1807 volumes which contains this associ-

ation between ponds and decay is t'Resolutíon and Independence.'r fn

this movíng statement about mants unconquerable spírít, the old Leech-

gatherer whom the depressed poet encountered by a pond appears rralmost

as an interposition of Providence.'r (inlordsworth said this in a comment-

21
ary.-*) The old man in the poem is a part of nature, not outside it or

beside it, but ín it. Indeed, he is described, through what Wordsworth

later said were the "abstracting" and "modifyingr'22 por"t" of the

L9urrr."t de Selincourt in "Notes" to his edition of The Prelude
(1805), p.315.

20rh" Prelude, Xf, 1. 384.

2ll^iord"rorth in a letter to Sara Hutchinson, quoted in rrNoLesrtl

Poems in Two Volumes 1807, ed. Darbishire, p, 382.

22--Wordsworth in a letter to Lady Beaumont, May 1807, quoted in
rrNotesrrr Poems in Two Volumes 1807, ed. Darbishíre, p. 39L.
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imagination, as

Like a Sea-beast crawltd forth, which on a shelf
Of rock or sand reposeth, there to sun itself.

( 11 . 69_70 .)

fn his decrepitude, stillness and infirmity as he watches for the

leeches that provide his daily bread, the old man becomes a part of

the world of nature. The stillness of his decaying form mingles with

the still dark r,ùaters of the pond; only his spirít, a "thousand. times

more beautiful than the earth on which he drve11s,,23 
",rr*ounts his

frailty.

The association of the pond and the old Leech-gatherer seems

more successful than that of the pond and Martha Ray in "The Thorn."

somehow, the old age of the Leech-gatherer and his occupation become

more profoundly integrated with the natural setting of the poem, and

trrlordsworthrs belief in the human spirit, which shares in nature but

transcends Ít, is more effectively communicated to the reader. This

better íntegration of symbol, story and theme Ís perhaps an example of

the way hiordsr¡orthts poetic powers developed in the L789-1807 decade,

but it seems useful to emphasize within the context of this thesis

that the underlying pattern produced by the assocíation of still !/ater

with decay and death remains the same.

OÈher examples of this pattern can be discovered in the 1807

poems. 'rMiltonl thou shoulds't be livÍng at this hourrrrone of Words-

worthts most famous sonnets describes the England i¡Iordsworth at that

time despaired of as a "fen of stagnant waters.,,24 This image of

23rh" Prelude, XIIT, L. 441
)IL-'L. 3.
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stagnant water as a symbol of moral and intellectual decay widens the

association of stil1 rÂrater beyond physical and emotional death and

this is one more instance of the general enríchment of the 1g07 poems.

The parallel between motionless T/,rater and intellectual death

appears as r¡rel1 in another lB07 sonneÈ, which opens "rt is not to be

thought of that the Flood.tr hlordsworth in thÍs poem called British

freedom "this most famous Stream" and rejects the idea that its flow
t'ín Bogs and Sands / Should perish.rr25 And so, though it is enriched

and enhanced by Wordsworthts growing poetic porders, that same associ_

ation between decay or death and standing water of the earlier poems

persists.

A final example of Wordsworthts use of stil1 r^rater in this way

appears in "A Complaintril a poem mentioned earlier. The poet described

the friendts love which had diminished as having been a fountain of

'rmurmuring, sparkling, living roru.,,26 He lamented that this fountain

had become rra comfortless, and hidden i\rEltr,r27 und. that this change

had impoverished his lífe. This contrast between standing tnrater, in a

well specifically, as a metaphor for emotional death and a fountain as

synbolic of emotional vitality, is a very direct expression of the

pattern under discussion.

f t seems quite clear therefore, in i^Iordsworthrs poetry, that he

connected moving r^7ater tvith life in all its aspects and motionless

r,rater with the loss or negation of that life, and that these associ-

ations were related to his larger concept of reality.

?\"LL. 7-8 '6". 10 '7". 11



This discussion of still waters as the negation of the ideas

symbolized by moving \^7ater leads to the conclusion that quite defin-

itely i¡lordsworËh did associate certain thoughts with specific forms

of water and that these associations can be discerned in patterns.

inlordsworth as a person was drawn to \,,/ater from his earlíest

childhood. He regarded Ít wíth affection, especially in sma11 inland

waters, and found in íts characteristics of movement or stillness,

unity, and sound, the most appropriate symbol to express his central

beliefs. Its varÍous forms are used by the poet to communícate ideas,

simple or complex, about common human experiences and the profound

metaphysical basis of his attitude to man, nature and the universe.

It has been suggested in this thesis that the core of i^Iords-

worthrs thought is a kind of personal Platonismrrtself taughtr" and

that the mysticism overlaying it brings it in to close communíon with

the ideas of Plotinus. Mr. Kenneth Maclean in the article alluded to

earlier, asserts that [^/ordsworth "resisted Platonic abstractionsr,,23

and the assertion is correct in suggesting that the poetrs beliefs

'[^7ere not abstractions, for they T.^7ere a concrete way of lÍfe, but Mr.

Maclean is inaccurate in describing Platonísm as abstract. For, it

is precisely in the reality of Platonísm that one finds the resemblance

to Wordsworth. The poet's ídeas \,{ere not only an interpretation of

man and the universe, but they gave him moments of great poetic por/rer

and on a more prosaic level the strength to surmount considerable

personal loss and the fading of hís imagínation. As Sír Walter Raleigh

)9,--McT-ean, 'rThe trrlater Symbol in The Prelude (1805),"_p. 3BB.
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says of inlordsworth, he was'ra poet who faced factt'and "to know hím

is to learn courage."29 Plators Idea of the Good is also a philosophy

of values, not unrearized ideals. ft is a living interpretation of

lÍf e, to guide conduct and mould thoughts . trnlordsworth knew more than

most men that one cannot step in the same river twice, that life is

a seríes of currents and eddies, and his own symbol of life was the

river for he sar¡/ an ultimate unity in life's diversity and its essence

in a constant flow yet essential sameness.

This combination of unity in diversity 1ed l^Iordsworth to f ind

in rrmotionr" perpetually different yet perpetually the same, the

cohesive factor of his r^7ater imagery and his description of the world

soul. It has already been suggested that the movement of the various

forms of water l,rTordsworth employed in his imagery is crucial to their

symbolic meaning. It ís through the riverrs flow, the founËain's

force, the seats tides and endlessly absorbed waves, the waterfall's

noise and in contrast the stillness of a standing pool that one can

find the centre of i,rlordsworthrs meaning. trrihen trriordsworth attempted

to communicate his idea of Truth to the reader he spoke of Ëhe rtmotion

that rolls through all thingsrr3O urrd t'the mighty Being'r rrwith

his eternal motion."3l So it is in ro1ling, flowing, running, working,

murmuring, falling i^rater he f ound the most appropriate natural s¡rmbol

for expression of that Truth.

29--hla lter Raleigh,
1939), p. 228 .

3o"Tintern
31"ft i" u

inlordsi¿orth (London: Edward Arnold & Co.,

Abbey," 1, 103.

beauteous Evening, calm and freertt lL. 6--7
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When one examines these \.^rater images of Wordsworth as they

relate to each other and in the context of his thought, as has been

attempted in this thesis, one realízes that for the poet of the Lake

DistricË, who loved T¡/ater from his earlíest childhood, they have deep

emotíona1 and intellectual sígnificance in his poetry.
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